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INTRODUCTION

The Scope and Purpose of the Study

1. This report, prepared at the initiative of the Joint Inspection Unit,
is a logical continuation of.a previous study by the Unit on the Regional
Training Centre for the Preservation of Cultural and Natural Heritage in
Africa (JIU/REP/74/8) ]}, prepared at the request of UNESCO. .

2. While the previous study dealt mainly with the problems of preserva
tion and presentation of the African cul tural heritage, covering museums
and museum objects, historical monuments, etc., the present study explores
the progress and the broader problems of conservation and management of
wildlife in Africa.

3. The preparation of this report has been prompted by two recent events
concerning wildlife in Africa, namely:

(a) the great concern expressed by the Member States in the FAO
Conference in 1975, over the programme for the conservation
and management of wildlife, for which they reconnnended special
emphasis and greater allocation of resources in future budgets £/;

(b) the increasing public concern expressed, both locally and
abroad, by the host governments, the scientific world bodies
and conservationists over the wanton destruction of wildlife
in Africa generally and in particular that of certain diminish
ing and endangered wild species.

4. The third reason for undertaking this study was the obvious opportunity
offered by a programme of this nature to implement the General Assembly
resolutions on technical co-operation among developing countrie~ which
are receiving special attention at the General Assembly, Economic and
Social Affairs Council, Specialized Agencies and, most recently, at its
session in June 1977, by the Governing Council of UNDP ~ and
decisions of the United Nations Conference on TCDC in September 1978.

5. The main pu.rpose of this study, however, is to review the operations
of two regional training centres in Africa, one at Mweka in Tanzania and
the other at Garoua in Cameroon, that were set up with technical co-opera
ion assistance from UNDP, with FAO as the Executing Agency, and. to assess
the effectiveness of this technical assistance in meeting the regional
training needs of Member States engaged in the modernization of their wild
life management programmes. Until very recently Mweka and Garoua were the
only two colleges in Africa offering training in wildlife management at
the Certificate and Diploma levels. Other Centres have just been estab
lished in Botswana, Kenya, Mozambique and Nigeria.

UNESCO Document 98 EX/7

Report of FAO Conference, C.75/REP, Resolution 11/75

DP/L.320 Decision X, Technical Co-operation Among Developing Countries
pp. 23.29. See also UN Conference on TCDC - A/Conf.79/l3

/ ... l
:
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6. In preparing this report, the Inspector made short visits to FAO
Headquarters in Rome and to UNDP Headquarters in New York for discussions
on the operations of the two training centres. Particular interest in
these discussions was placed on the regional aspects of the two projects
and the possibilities of establishing permanent regional programmes for the
conservation and management of wildlife in Africa.

7. During the first half of 1976, the Inspeotor made a two months' tour
of inspection in Africa for this and other purposes, AI and visited the
two training centres: the Garoua Ecole de Faune in Cameroon and the
College of African Wildlife Management at Mweka in Tanzania. He had use
ful discussions with the Directors, the staff and students of the Colleges
as well as with representatives of the two host governments.

8. In addition to the Colleges, the Inspector visited in 1976 and 1977
thirteen of the following countries which send students to Mweka and Garoua:

(a) Countries sendin~

- Senegal

- Zaire

students to the Ecole de Faune, Caroua

(b) Countries sendin students to the Colle e of African Wildlife
Management, Mweka English-speaking

_ Botswana - Tanzania

- Uganda
- Zambia

- Ethiopia
_ Ghana

_ Kenya

- Malawi

- Mozambique

- Nigeria (also sends students to Garoua)

- Sierra Leone

- Somalia

- Sudan

9. During these tours, meetings and discussions were held with senior
government officials concerned with the conservation and management of
wildlife in each country visited. Discussions centred on the following:

Oil JIU!REP!77!6 "Report on Some Aspects of Backstopping of Technical Co
operation Activities in the UN System".

JIU/REP/78/3 "Report on the Role of Experts in Development Co-operation~'

/ ...
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(a) The effectiveness of the training offered at the two Colleges
of wildlife management;

(b) The performance of the former students from the above Colleges;

(c) The present and future national training needs in wildlife
management at the regional centres;

(d) Information on their national programmes for conservation and
management of wildlife, including the present status of
their legal instruments for the protection programmes;

(e) The prospects for regional technical co-operation in the training
programmes.

10. In many of the countries visited, the Inspector's programme included
meetings with several former students in the Games Departments and this
enabled him to see how many of them had risen in their careers and are now
occupying senior posts. He was particularly happy to meet several former
students, in the national parks and game reserves, where he was able to hear
their views and assess their performance and progress since they left
college. He also discussed training needs with senior field officers and
saw for himself the progress and problems of each country visited.

11. In order to obtain some idea of the regional aspects of the training
programmes in Africa, the Inspector visited the following regional institu
tions:

(a) FAO Regional Office in Accra which had just lost the services
of a Regional Wildlife Adviser, but continued to maintain an
interest in the wildlife conservation programme;

(b) United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) in Nairobi;

(c) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD)
Regional Mission in Eastern Africa, Nairobi;

Cd) East African Wildlife Society, Nairobi;

(e) UNDP Regional Office in Addis Ababa;

(f) United Nations Economic Commission in Addis Ababa;

(g) Organization of African Unity (OAU) offices in Addis Ababa.

12. Needless to mention, the Inspector benefited greatly from all the dis
cussions he had at the national and regional levels, and in particular
with the UNDP Resident Representatives who not only discussed the pro
grammes of wildlife conservation within the context of country programming
and national training needs, but also made excellent arrangements for
the whole of the field inspection which made this study possible. This
enabled the Inspector to view and discuss, from various angles, the regional
aspects of the conservation programmes, and to obtain a wealth
of information and documentation that is at the moment available only at
the source in the government offices and on the drawing-boards of the
planners and administrators. The Inspector would like to record his deep
est appreciation to all the government officials and also to the officials

I ...
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of the international organizations who assisted him in this study, for
their ver,y helpful co-operation and assistance.

13. The various views expressed on the subject will be reflected in the
appropriate parts of the study, but one special observation must be made
here, and that is the amazLng dedication and devotion by the few field
workers in Africa who, despite great hardship and the severe financial
constraints over the past four years both in the national budgets and in
the budgets of the United Nations family, have remained at their posts,
some for months without any kind of support. This, in the Inspector's
view, was his most rewarding experience and the best assurance that the
modest investment so far made by the national governments and by the United
Nati9ns family has not been wasted.

14. Finally the Inspector would like to thank the following international
organizations for their substantive improvements and corrections in the
final draft: FAO, UlIDP, lrnESCO, ECA, roCN a.nd VMF.

/ ...
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Chapter I

RmIONAL TRAnUNG J'ROGRAMMES m WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

A. College of African Wildlife Management, Mweka- Tanzania

1. The origins of Training Programmes in East Africa

15. Many countries in Africa are endowed with a rich wildlife heritage.
Nowhere is this heritage more abundant than in East and Central Africa,
particularly in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, where wildlife has attracted
interna tiona1 attention to such areas as Ngorongoro and Serengeti. During
the colonial period, a small number of game reserves or national parks
was established in Africa. .

16. The Tanzania Government which had only one national park at the time
of independence - the famous Serengeti National Park and a large number
of game reserves and controlled areas - was keen to train national wild
life officers, first to ensure effective replacement of retiring expatriate
game wardens, and second to provide sufficient trained manpower for a
greatly expanded programme of wildlife conservation and management. With
the needs of the other East African countries in mind, the Government of
Tanzania established the College of African Wildlife Management at Mweka
on the southern slopes of Mount Kilimanjaro on 24 June 1963. This enabled
the first formal training course for wildlife officers in Africa to be
launched in East Africa for the English-speaking countries, as English
was the medium of instruction. Similar arrangements for the French-speaking
countries in Africa were to follow later on by the establishment of the
Wildlife School at Garoua, Cameroon.

17. The College of African Wildlife Management owed its inspira tion to a
Symposium held in Arusha, Tanzania, in September.196l under the joint
auspices of the mCN and the Commission for Technical Co-operation in
Africa South of the Sahara (CTCA). Both organiza tions encouraged sui table.
donor agencies to support the College. Concern for regional co-operation
was expressed by the Arusha Manifesto issued at the Conference by Mwalimu
Julius Nyerere, the President of Tanzania, which inter alia read:

"The survival of our wildlife is a matter of grave concern to all
of us in Africa. These wild crea tures amid the wild places they
inhabit are an integral part of ourfftural resources and of our
future livelihood and well-being" •

:i/ Tanzania Notes and Records No. 76, p. 85

/ ...
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(c) Procedures for the appointment of the Chairman and the members
of the Governing Body had outlived their original usefulness
for the following reasons:

(i) the appointment of the Chairman of the Govern-
ing Eody had gone automatically to the representa
tive of the East African Community;

(ii) the Vice-Chancellor of the University of East
Africa had ceased to exist;

(iii) similarly, the Secretary-General of, the Commission
for Technical Co-operation in East Africa, had also
ceased to exist;

(iv) the East African Common Services Organization had
ceased to exist, and was replaced by the East
African Community;

-(v) the representation of only the three East African
countries on the Governing Body nd longer reflected
the enormous responsibility the College carried in
implementing a regional training programme;

(vi) if there had been any intention to make the College
an Institution of the East African Community, that
status was never achieved and the EAC throughout the
life of the College made no financial contribution
to the latter.

26. Despite the enormous goodwill and co-operation that existed throughout
the life of the College, the Amendment to the Principal Act caused mis
givings among some of the international organizations co-operating with
the Government in the training programmes provided by the College.

27. The Inspector discussed with representatives of the Government, FAO
and the Principal of the College the problems that attended the enactment
of the College of African Wildlife Management (Amendment) Act, 1974.
There were, on the part of donors and international organizations, some
fears that the new Bill would curtail the usefulness of the College as
a regional training institution. As events have now proved, these fears
were unnecessary since the results now completely vindicate the action
taken by the Government. The College, under the old statute, was omitted
from the National Second Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social Develop
ment Programmes 1969-1974, but now that the College is a major national
institution, its maintenance and development can expect a fair share from
the national revenues, while continuing to receive international
support for its regional operations.

28. Under the new Act the composition of the Governing Body is now as
follows:

(a) A Chairman, appointed by the President and usually the Vice
Chancellor of the University of Dar-es-Salaam.

I ...
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(b) Not less than eleven and not more than fifteen other members
appointed by the Minister. Every member of the Governing
Body continues to hold office until his appointment is revoked
bytlieappointingauthority. The present members are:

(i) Government Representatives:

(ii)RegionaJ. Representatives:

(iii) Internatibnal Organizations:

4 from Tanzania
2 from Kenya
2 from Uganda
1 from zambia
1 from Nigeria

1 from the East African
Community

,1 from the OAU

1 from UNDP/FAO
1 from UNEP
1 from AW'I.JF
1 from TI1CN/WWF

29. There can be no doubt that the amendment of the Priricipal Act has
strengthened the institutional base of the College. However, there is
still a need to incorporate regional and international co-operation in
the College Programme of Activities, through an appropriate legal in
strument such as an Agreement of Co-operation signed by the participating
Governments, UNDP and UNEP with a view to securing formal regional
participation in thefacilities of the College. ' The best formula for
promoting regional participation in the activities of 'this College would
be a TCDC programme.

3. International Co-operation
30. One of the main features of the College activities has been the close
and effective co-operation that has existed between, the College of Wild
life Management and many international organizations and governments, for
the whole period of its fifteen years of operations. As stated before,
the College training programme was financed initially by the Tanzanian
Government, the African Wildlife Leadership Foundation and USAID. Further
assistance came from the Federal Republic of Germany and the United
Kingdom.

31. UNDP assistance started soon after the opening of the College, as a
result of a visit and recommendation of a UNDP consultarit mission to
Central and Southern Africa in 1963 in the field of wildlife management.
With some help from'FAO, the Government of Tanzania submitted a request
for UNDP assistance which was approved and became operational on 10 ~
1965. The purpose of the UNDP assistance in the project was to strengthen
and expand the Mweka College by increasing the teaching staff, developing
the curriculum and the field programmes by providing equipment in order
to enhance the capacity of the College to train the personnel needed for
the proper management and development of wildlife resources of English-
speaking African countries. '

I ...
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32. UNDP's total contribution to the project (TAN - 30) in its Phase I of
five years, amounted to US$ 517,100 while the Government counterpart con
tributions and the local operating cost were the equivalent of US$ 608,240.
In addition, fees were charged to sponsoring governments at $ 1,500 per
annum for each Diploma Course student and $ 1,350 for the Certificate
Course student.

33. During Phase II (URT-70-530), UNDP contribution amounted
to $ 429,100 over the three-year period of the project. Government con
tributions amounted to some 5,554,920 Tanzanian Shillings, which included
the cost of salaries of the local project personnel and the value of the
land, buildings and equipment. Phase II, while continuing to assist the
participating governments in the training of wildlife officers, emphasised
the need to train national counterparts to take over from expatriate
personnel. The need for a consultant to review the curriculum employed
by the College during Phase I of the project was also stressed.

34. An extension of the UNDP project (URT-70-530) by two more years was
requested and approved in 1973. This was to enable the Government to
train local counterpart staff. UNDP assistance under the original project
agreement, therefore, came to an end in 1975 when the last two experts
completed their contracts.

35. Parallel to UNDP assistance, the following Governments and international
organizations made important contributions to the College:

International contribution
(a) ~

USAID
GAWI/FRG

UK

CUSO/CIDA

Ford Foundation

2 staff members 1965-69
5 staff members between 1963 and 1973
(for two posts: Mechanicai engineer,
and one professional post)
Emoluments of the four original.staff
seconded from Tanzania Game Division
1963-1973.
2 graduate volunteers, 1965-1967
3 staff members between 1967 and 1973
at different times
Emoluments of staff posts

(b) Capital Grants
Federal Republic of Germany
USAID
African Wildlife Leadership
Foundation

Tanzania Government
Zoological Society of Frankfurt
UK
Others (Rockefeller Brothers,
WWF, mCN)

300,00
221,530
56,152

42,857
14,185

6,744
14,861

656,329
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UNDP Contribution (covering staff,
Phase I
Phase II and extension

equipment and fellowships)
US$ 517,100
US$ 679,850

1,196,950

(d) Host Government (direct contribution during the project period
is assessed as follows)
Phase I US$ 559,440
Phase II (and extension up T.Shs. 7,786,940

to 1976)
Local staff costs T.Shs. 2,294,940
Land and buildings T.Shs. 4,407,710
Operation and maintenance of T.Shs. 1,084,290
equipment

36. The above Government direct contribution does not take into account
the total costs of running the-College. The Tanzanian Government has
made large contributions ever,ycyear through the use of its national parks
and game reserves for training purposes. As an example, for two years, in
1975 and 1976, the College "harvested" for training purposes a total of
162 animals of different species estimated at T.Shs. 149,000. In addition,
Tanzania, like each sponsoring authority, pays a total of about 300,000
T.Shs. per annum as fees for Tanzanian students at the College (US$ 1 is
the equivalent of between 7 and 8 Tanzanian shillings).

Regional Cohtributions
37. There have been no direct contributions from the participating
countries and with the phasing out of the UNDP assistance and the assis
tance that the College had received from bilateral and international
foundations mentioned earlier, the financial burden of the training opera
tions has fallen on the host government. Besides, all costs have in
creased sharply over the past four years, and the government has had to
more than treble the annual subvention from T.Shs. 120,000 to T.Shs. 417,000
for the 197~-1976 session, and its total cost for 1975-1976 for the up-
keep of the College is estimated at approximately T.Shs.9l3,000.

4. Operational Activities

Curriculum Development
38. The development of the training programmes owes much to the original
staff, who had considerable field experience and knew what should be
taught. They had to evolve a methodology suited to this training course.
One of the objectives of the UNDPassistance for which FAD was the
Executing Agency, was to help the College to develop a suitable curricu
lum and a consultancy on this item was included in the project. From
the contacts that the Inspector made, it was confirmed that this object
ive was largely achieved during the project period. However, in a rapidly
changing world, a constant need exists for regular reviews and improvements
in the curriculum; for instance the College no~ runs three courses in
stead of the original two courses:
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The Cert{ficate Course

The Diploma Course

The Post-Graduate Diploma Course

39. The fields covered by the training'activities include:·-

(a) Administration

~b) Natural History

- Law
Public Relations

- Man-mariagement
Office Procedures

Natural history of relevant
species

- Biology
- Biological principles of range

management techniques

(c) Wildlife Management Map interpretation
Surveying

- Field Work
Vehicle mechanics
Weapon training and game control

40. Each course consists of theoretical and practical lessons (see Annex
III). The field lessons take up more than one-third of the time devoted
to the course, which is a good indication that the courses offered by
the College are -geared to the practical aspects of wildlife managem~nt.

Field training takes place at field stations, in wildlife areas and
national parks located in East Africa, principally in Tanzania, and some
times in Kenya.

Entrance requirements created a problem initially due to varying
degrees in the development of national education systems. However, this
problem was solved by the College Authority through a 'practical approach
a~d has now largely disappeared. Minimum qualifications, practical field
aptitude and character suitability are taken into consideration:

(a) For the Certificate Course: completion of 12 years of schooling
with minimum credits in Biology, English and Mathematics (CCE
'0' Level). In-service training may be acceptable in lieu of
formal school training;

(b) For the Diploma Course: Higher School Certificate (GCE 'A' Level)
in appropriate subjects, or the Cp.rtificate of the College;

(c) Post-Graduate Diploma Course: A Natural Science Degree.

41. The Certificate Course is intended for posts in wildlife management
at the Assistant Warden level. The Diploma Course is designed for Senior
Field Officers with emphasis on application of management at the Warden
level. The College Diploma is widely recognized as a sound qualification
not only for the Field work, but also for further education at many

I . ..
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universities'. Most"of the leading African Wildlife Officers took such
courses; particularly in the USA and Canada after their Diploma Course
at Mweka. The Post-Graduate Diploma is intended for graduates recruited
to senior posts in wildlife departments ana research work. The Curriculum
for Post-Graduate Diploma courses is designed to meet the career require-
ments of the individual student. .

42.{)ne of the most important activities with which "the new Principal was
preoccupied.during the Inspector's visit was the revision of the curriculum
for each training, course. The change in the length of the Certificate
Course from one to two years necessitated a revision of the syllabus, and
this task needs, as in the past, international technical co-operation,
particularly FAO and IUCN on the one hand, and on the other, financial
assistance to bring together the heads of Game Departments, Wildlife In
stitutions and other interested parties to this task.

43. There are two main reasons for the revision:

(a) many African countries have made great strides forward over
the past ten years in their national education systems, both
in quantity and in quality;

(b) the needs of these countries have changed and some of the ex
periences observed in the field are correctly reflected in the
FAO Terminal Report which states: "There is a rapidly growing
demand for this type of training (Post-Graduate Diploma Cour~e)".

The Inspector felt that greater care should be taken to ensure that the
Post-Graduate Course does not produce wildlife officers" who do not have
a good field experience of wildlife management. With the growing numbers
of candidates for the course, it should be possible to give them a suitable
one-year Diploma Course in Wildlife Management.

Appointment of Staff
44. The College has evolved, with the assistance of the Government, the
practice of seconding nearly all the teaching staff from among qualified
and most experienced Field officers from the Game Division, thus ensuring
that the teaching staff have adequate field experience. This practice
should be maintained, but on a carefully planned progranune. One of the
staff problems that was raised with the Inspector and reflected in the
Terminal Report of FAO was the uncertainty of retaining the seconded staff
from, the Game Division, a process which in the past was complicated by
the continued reliance of such officers on the Game Division in matters
of salaries, etc. It is suggested that the secondment should be for
fixed periods, say, of five years, during which time they should come
entirely under the College authority as regular College staff members
with salaries paid by the authori~ies.

45. The counterpart training progranune under UNDP assistance took a long
time to materialize, partly due to lack of qualified manpower for wildlife
activities and also due to a great demand on the few trained personnel
who were needed for administration cf the greatly increased number of
game reserves,' national parks and research stations and for the training
programme at Mweka. However, by the end of 1975, things moved fast

/ ...
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and a number of Tanzani~~ prospective staff rece~v~ng their training
overseas was six. These have now completed their courses and returned
to the College to assume teaching duties.

Students
46. From the very first intake, when 25 students were sponsored by the
Game Departments and National Parks of the following five African countries:
Cameroon, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania and Uganda, the College has maintained
a steady flow of students from many English-speaking countries.
The figures below show the number of wildlife officers trained by the
College for each participating member state. The figures do not in
clude students who dropped out or failed, and are confined to the UNDP
assistance period. The total number for both the Diploma and Certificate
graduates is now around 700, This is a great achievement for the College.
The demand for places at the Certificate and Diploma levels is on the in
crease, but expansion is restricted by inadequate.accommodationand lack
of other necessary facilities.

47. The decision of the Governing Body to extend the Certificate Course to
two years, in order to give the students more practical experience before
going out aggravated the accommodation problem to the point where it
became necessary to alternate the annual admission of students taking the
Diploma and Certificate courses. The College facilities cannot allow
regular annual admissions for both the Certificate and Diploma courses.
Urgent action is ~eeded to solve this problem.

48. The following participating Member States have provided students on a
regular basis during the period 1963-1976; the figures indicate the
number of certificates and Diplomas received from Mweka College:

Botswana I; Somalia 1
Ethiopia 18 Sudan 9
Ghana 32 Tanzania 251
Kenya 185 Uganda 35
Malawi 11 United Kingdom I
Nigeria ·21 Zambia' 35
Sierra Leone 6

Other countries now include: Nepal, India, Panama and Colombia. Some of
these countries send students for short orientation courses only.

49. Tables I, II, III and IV give a good picture of the contribution made
by the College of African Wildlife Management to the manpower needs of
some thirteen African countries. The total output is now well over 700
students.

Accommodation and other College Facilities
50. It would appear that student and staff accommodation and other facilities
were generally adequate during the period the College was receiving UNDP
technical assistance. Equally important at this period was the very
generous financial support the College received from various countries
and international organizations, particularly from the Federal Republic
of Germany and the USA.

I ...
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Ta.:Jle I: Number of Diplomas awarded - 1965-75

COUNTRY 1965 1967 ' 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 I TOTAL

Tanzania 9 5 3 7 3 4 11 12 10 10 74
Kenya 4 6 2 2 8 7 6 4 9 5 53
Uganda 4 6 - - - - - - - 2 12
Cameroon 1 1 1 1 - - - - - - 4
Zambia - 3 - 2 1 - - - - - 6

I

Ethiopia ....- 2 2 1 - - - 2 - - 7 VI
I

Sierra Leone - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 2
Nigeria - 2 - - - - - - - 2 4
Sudan - - 3 - - - - - - - 3
Ghana - - - - 3 3 1 2 1 1 11

Botswana - - - - - 1 1 - - 2 4
Malawi - - - - - - - 1 - 1 2

TOTAL 18 26 11 13 15 16 19 21 20 23 182



Table II: Number of Certificates awarded - 1965-1975

COUNTRY 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 ITOTAL

Tanzania 8 5 9 23 20 20 17 20 17 19 13 13 184
Kenya 10 2 12 6 17 15 18 13 14 11 14 14 146
Uganda 1 - 2 - - 2 2 - 6 5 5 5 28
Zambia 3 - - 4 1 2 4 5 4 3 3 3 32
Nigeria - 1 1 - - - - - 1 4 - 7 14
Ethiopia - - 2 1 1 1 - 3 - 2 - - 10
Sierra Leone - - - - - 1 - - - - - 3 4
Sudan - - 3 - - - - - 2 - - 1 6 I....Cameroon - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - - 3 0\

I
Botswana - - - - 2 - 1 1 2 3 - - 9
Ghana - - .L 1 3 5 1 2 2 2 - 4 20
UK/SoriiaUa and - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - 2
Others

TOTAL 22 .a 31 35 44 48 47 46 48 51 51 I 458
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Table III: Number of Post-Graduate Diplomas awarded - '1969-1975

COUNTRY 1969/70 1970/71 1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 TOTAL

Tanzania 1 - - 2 2 1 6

Ghana - 1 - - - - l'

Nigeria - - 2 1 - - 3

Ethiopia - - - - 1 - 1

Cameroon - ... - - 1 - .1

Malawi - - - - - 1 1

TOTAL 1 1 2 3 4 2 13

'\

"

"

~
~
I
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Table IV

Number of Certificates and Diplomas awarded at Mweka between
1965 and 1976

Country Certificate Diploma Post-Graduate Course Total

Tanzania 171 74 6 251
Kenya 132 53 - 185
Uganda 23 12 - 35
Cameroon 3 4 1 8
Zambia 29 6 - 35
Ethiopia 10 7 1 18
Sierra Leone 4 2 - 6
Nigeria 14 4 3 21
Sudan 6 3 - 9
Ghana 20 11 1 32
Botswana 9 4 - 13
M9.1awi 8 2 1 11

Somalia 1 - - 1
UK 1 - - 1

TOTAL 431 182 13 626

/ ...
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51. At the moment, however, the situation has changed drastically because
of the rapid expansion of the College .and as a result of .the deterio.:ration
of the equipment acquired in the early sixties and now in need of replace
ment. . This does not belittle the, Tanzania shillings 1. 5 million provided
in 1975 by the Federal Republic of Germany (CAWI) for vehiclemainten-
ance and minor equipment items.· .

52. Major assistance to the College will·be needed. to meet the .cur:rentand
future. requirements fora greatly expanded programme caused by demands for
more· places by participating countries and by the recent extensions to the
Certificate and DipJ-oma courses now running for. two years instead of one
year as before. This will also. apply to both the equipment needed for
~tudents in the classrooms and laboratories as well as their dormitory
accommodation which is now very· crowded and has forced the College authori
ties to operate the Certificate course .on alternate years. It ~s worth
mentioning that the buildings at Mweka were not designed asa centre for
such multiple courses., Any plan for expansion must take into account the
prese~t and future developments in establishing national schools especially.
a1;the Certificate leveL

53. As will ,be indicated in the following pages,Mweka is a unique institution
and has played a special role in Africa and its old buildings are.no longer in
keeping with the standards of the newer Colleges of comparable stature in
the country or at Caroua, its sister college in Cameroon. What is needed is
a fresh look at its current needs·and a design for the necessary extension
both to classrooms, offices and sleeping accommodation. The Inspector was
assured of Government support in the College.' s efforts to procure more
space for the necessarY expansion which may call for up to 30 acres of land.

S.Appraisal of the Project. Operations

Legal Status
54. From the outset, the Government.of Tanzania. intended that the College of
Afriqan Wildlife Management should serve the needs of other African countries,
particularly the neighbouring countries which were facing the same manage
ment prob1ems~ This policy was reflected in the composition of the Govern
ing Body and in the enrolment of students. It was spe1t out clearly in the
Principal Act of 1964 and recently in the College of African Wildlife (Amend
ment) Act of 1974 which states:

"In appointing members of the Governing Body the
Minister shall have regard to the desirability of
fostering and maintaining friendly relations with
other countries interested in the protection of
A:f'rican fauna."

55. The present Act gives overall management responsibility for the College
to the Minister for wildlife management. It has also streamlined the
administrative structure of the Governing Body. These improvements should
provide the College with a better channel of communication with other gov
ernments and enable it to secure increased regional participation in its
services·.
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Financial Support
56. This project, which is a unique experiment stretching over a period of
fifteen years, has proved to be an undoubtedly successful regional venture
by establishing the training facilities necessary for collective self-reliance
in wildlife management in the Africa region. These happy results have
been largely due to hea1t~ international co-operation and contributions
together with the resources and support of the Tanzanian Government. In tho
Inspector's estimates, the financial contributions made by the host govern
ment to date amount to well over US$ 2,000,000, that of UNDP to US$ 1,200,000
while ~i1atera1 contributions are equal to or slightly more than UNDP ass
istance in capital grants and staff costs (bilateral staff numbered 18
against, 10 FAO Project staff in addiHon to some 8 vo1~teers).

57. Since the end of Phase 11 in· 1973 and its extension for a further two
years covering the costs of two international instructors, equipment and
fellowships, the cost of maintaining the College has been mainly borne by
the Government of Tanzania. This was estimated for the 1975-76 session to
amoWlt to some Tanzania shillings 1,778,000 £j. The United Nations En
vironment Programme has recently given to the College a grant of Tanzanian
shillings 480,000 for the purchase of teaching equipment. The British
Government has granted Tanzania shillings 40,000 for the procurement of books~

There is however an urgent need for a more reliable international and
regional support for this programme.

Achievements
58. The short-term objective to trliinwildlif.emanagement officers has been
fully achieved. The College has produced in fifteen years over 700 well
trained personnel for the Game Departments, National Parks and Game Re
serves. The governments of the participating countries are generally pleased
with the results; the Inspector received favourable reports on the project in
ever,y countr,y he visited.

59. The availability of trained manpower in wildlife management has definitely
had a great impact on the participating countries and has encouraged many
governments to expand the area and number of national parks and game reserves
and, gene~a11y, to tackle the problem of enforcing the law on endangerea
species.

60. The results of the FAG-Special Follow-up Assessment report on Project
URT/70/530, based on detailed investigations in one East African country,
on the quality and suitability of the training programmes at Mweka over the
past decade, revealed that Mweka graduates currently working in the wildlife
management field have generally performed satisfactorily~n the following
functions: "anti-poaching, administration, park interpretation, handling of
tourists, practical engineering including road construction and surveying,
game control, crop protection, game cropping, park planning, collection of
specimens, preparation of exhibits, public relations,firefighting, resc',le
work, preparation of reports ••• ". The list is endless, but on a higher level
it must be added that some of the former students are doing excellent work in

Source:
6/7/77.

Statement by the Principal, Mweka Wildlife College, Daily News,

I ...
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park ~agement and research wOrk related to wildlife conservation and manage
ment especially on the endangered 'species. Many Game Departments are headed
by former Mweka graduates.

61. TheFAOinvestigations quoted above refer to one countr,y only. The
Inspector would ~ike to recommend that a similar exercise covering all the
countries participating in the Mweka training programme should be under
taken urgently by a small team composed of a representative of the College,
FAO and a senior gqvernment representative from one of the participating
countries. ,A sample study of the kind used byFAO, modified if riecessar,y,
need not cover every former student, but the results would enable the gov
ernments and the other users to advise the College authorities where the
emphasis·shouldbe put on the training programmes.

62. A number of suggestions have already emerged from the above report in
respect of the courses that need strengthening, for example: "some felt
that intensive instruction could be given in park planning, mechanics, pre
paration of museums, firefightingand fiI'st aid", while others felt that
ecology, range management, geology and statistics should be strengthened.
Perhaps one Df the most important suggestions made in that report by those in
terviewedis·the need for regular refresher courses for those in the field -
a role that the College could play effectively ifgiven.finanCial support.
The report revealed that the vast majority of Mweka graduates have not chan~ed

their jobs. This is true in all the countries visited by the Inspector and
reflects motivation and dedication.

63. There are two more achievements made by the Mweka College of African
Wildlife that must be mentioned briefly here. The first·is the establish
ment ofasecondWildlife College in Africa for the French-speaking countries
based on the s~ccessful training programmes developed at Mweka College.
The second cachievement is the impact that is being made in Africa and else
where by the former instructors and students who are occupying senior
positions in wildlife conservation activities including their contribution to
scientific knowledge through their pUblications in 'the local press and in
scientific journals. Indirectly, Mweka College is assisting the international
community in building up a pool of specialists, both African and interna
tional, whose services and skills will be increasingly in demand as more and
more countries develop conservation programmes. The presence of those who
have worked at Mweka College, now serving at 'Ga.roua Wildlife College, FAO
Headquarters, lUCN and WWF augurs well for the future of the College and
wildlife management in Africa.

Main Short-comings
64. The original Phase II came to an end in 1973 but was extended for two
years ending in 1975 when the Colle~e management ~assed into the hands of
national staff. A Terminal Report (FO:DP/URT/70/530) was produced in 1973.
This was an excellent report on the achievement of the training programmes.
It admitted that no attempt had been made to assess the potential training
needs on ,a continent-wide basis but noted increasing demands for training.
It raised the problems of policy regarding the course structure and,the
mechanics of overall direction before effective long-term development plans
could be made. 'It also touched upon the question of local staff supply. The
report made several recommendations most of which have been implemented,
such as a two-year Certificate Course.
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65. At the end of Phase II of the ~roject in 1975, FAO prepared a supple
ment to the Terminal Report (FO:DPjURT/70/530). The previous report was
up-dated to 1975. It stressed the need for detailed curriculum outline for
each subject together with the development of appropriate teaching material.
The report noted a number of encouraging achievements such as the academic
attainments of the national staff which were of a high order, but also re
gretted that it had "not been possible to hand over a persistently viable
institution". It recommended that further international participation should
involve former park and game wardens. It also recommended further support
from the international organizations in order to subsidize the Government's
contribution.

66. In their recent report on "Some Aspects of Backstopping of Technical Co
operation Activities in the United Nations System" - (JW/REP/77/6) , the
Inspectors had this to say in regard to Post-Project Backstopping:

(a) "Technical co-operation projects are not an end in them
selves but merely a means to an end. Unless more can be
done to ensure that the results of the projects can be used
after the execution, efforts and scarce resources of Govern
ments and of the United Nations Organizations will have been
partially wasted". (para. 28)

(b) "For instance, in institution-building projects, the con
tinued reinforcement and improvement of the often fragile in
stitution that has emerged from the original project is an
obvious necessity". (para. 121)

67. The Inspector was impressed by the effort that has been made in this
respect by FAO since the UNDP project was terminated. Briefly, the follow
ing efforts have been made to ensure continued support to projects:

(a) A survey has been conducted followed by a field mission to.
assess the quality and suitability of the training programmes
at Mweka. As stated earlier, the results have been issued
by FAO as Special Follow-up Assessment Report (UNDP/FAO Pro
ject URT/70/530).

(b) Following the above report, FAO prepared a paper for the
Second Inter-Country Programme for Africa - 1977-81 pro-
posing that lithe Mweka project be placed on the Regional IPF (see
Annex IV) and stating that the major constraint to trans
forming the College into an institution independent of inter
national assistance has been that, in spite of the inter
country role it plays, Tanzania alone has been responsible
for the provision of the Centre counter-part contribution".
It added that "the establishment of a Regional UNDP/FAO
project would go a long way towards overcoming this difficulty
by providing for the teaching staff and curriculum develop
ment .and involving the other major participating African
countries in this. It concluded by drawing comparisons with
Mweka's francophone counterpart at Garoua which was then a
regional project (RAF/74/056).
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68. On its part, the Tanzanian government indicated clearly its intention
to request further international co-operation in the projec to in its Second
Country Pi6gramming exercise in 1975. Despite all the efforts made by FAO
and the government and the universalfinancial,problems facing each govern
ment with regard to increasing c.osts, ,this project hasremained,outside the
ReRional IFF.

69•. In spi'te·bf the.obvioussuccesses mentioned earlier on, the following
minor weaknesses:regardingthe project execution should' be pointed out::

(a) Lack of effective direction from the original Governing
Body in matters connected with counter-part recruitment and
training, securing financial support to the programmes, re
gionalparticipation and: sharing' of 'the costs. The problem
has been partly solved by the recent changes in the adminis
tration of the College.

(b) Curriculum development is a continuous exercise in any train
ing programme. Such an exercise should be conducted at the
College with the full participation of all the staff and re
presentatives of the participating governments. Such a re
viewcoilld be held once every three years•. This should in::..:
'dludearepre'sentativeof the other~Wildlife College and,
'where appropriate, a representative of FAO, UNESCO, IUeN and
UNEP. FAO, UNEP and the governments should share appropriately
the cost of such meetings.

(c) Project funds amounting to some US$ 1,000 earmarked for audio
visual aid have not been utilized, because of changes in the
appointment of a national candidate. It is recommended that
this amount be paid to the College which should decide on the
appropriate audio-visual aids to meet current needs.

70. Now that the College has achieved a large measure of stability under
the control and management of national staff, it is recommended that re
sources be made available to College authorities for a development plan
yenecting:

(a) The need to integrate the training programmes at Mweka with
conservation programmes in the host country and in the parti
cipating countries, including greater co-ordination between
training and research, particularly the work n~w being done
at the Serengeti Research Institute.

(b) The need to exploit fully the achievements and potentials of
the College as a basis for regional self-reliance and TCDC
in research and training.

(c) The need for participating governments to share the cost of
running the College.
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(d) The need for each Member State to have national instructors
to train game scouts and auxiliar,y or sub-professional staff;
the need for instructors to start training at the Certificate
level is alrea~ apparent in a few countries, especially in
Nigeria, Kenya and Botswana.

71. During his visit to the College, the Inspector received from the present
national Principal and his staff a long list of important requirements to be
met for the College to continue its present training programmes.

(a) Top priority was given to the problems of hostel accommodation
for 70 extra students.

(b) 2 classrooms and Istor8.8e room; 1 Workshop/Laborator,y

(c) 6 staff offices

(d) 4 staff quarters

(e) Equipment

(f) The College Librar,y has a modest stock of text books some of which
are no longer relevant to the needs of Certificate or Diploma
students and, worse still,of the post-graduate diploma students.

(g) There is also an urgent need to build up proper modern documenta-
tion facilities with the necessar,y staff and equipment.

I ...
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'8. Ecole de Faune, Garoua

1. The origins of the Wildlife School at Garoua.
72. Theneedf6r a wildlife college for the French-speaking countries of
Africa to':complement the· college of wildlife management at Mweka was fi.rst
discussed in 1961 at the joint meeting of the Committee on Technical Co
operation· for Africa South of the Sahara (CTCA) and the International
Union for the Conservation of ijature and Natural Resources (IUCN). The
General Assembly of the rrrCN held at Nairobi in 1963 recommended the estab
lishment of such a college to train wildlife· management personnel for French
speakihg'Africa~Thereafter,FAO played a key role in the preparation of
the college project.

73. The location of the College, the recruitment of students and the train
ing programme were discussed with Member States concerned and in 1966 the'
United Republic of Cameroon offered a site for the College at Garoua and
made a request forUNDP assistance to finance the project.

'74. The project 'was approved hy the UNDP Governing Council in July 1967
with FAo as'Executing Agency; the project document was prepared between 1968
and 1969 and the project became operational in 1970. The long delay in the
take-off of the project was caused by lack of suitable accommodation.

2. Lecal Status

75. Like its sister college at Mweka, the Garoua Wildlife School is.a national
institution operating, from its inception, as a regional traini.1lg progranunc
forall'of 'French-speaking Africa. But tinlike Mweka, two draft'bills for the
school hB.ve not yet been ratified. However, a very detailed project document
was signed in November 1969 byUNDP and theCamero1JIl. Government for Phase I
(C1om/6r/50s) which was financed from the country I sIPF.,

76. Phase I was a five-year project ending in 1974. At the request of the
Cameroon Government, Phase II was approved by UNDP as a three-year. regional
project (RAF 74/0S6)"and financed from the regional IPF. Recently, UNDP
has accepted further requests from the Cameroon Government to continue
assistance from regional funds until the end of the academic year 1978-1979.

77. According to the project document, the purpose of the project is to
train senior, intermediate and subordinate wildlife management personnel for
national parks, wildlife reserves and other related areas in' French-speaking
African countries. The project was intended particularly to assist the
Cameroon Government i~establishing at Garoua a training school in wildlife
management techniques to serve the needs of French-speaking Africa and
thereby complement the training offered at the Mweka college for English
speaking African States.

78. The duration of the courses offered at the Garoua school and the methods
for recruiting students differ greatly from what is applicable at the Mweka
college. But the Garoua school has maintained the two important courses:
the Certificate and the Diploma Courses. It was recently recommended that
a post-graduate Diploma Course be introduced at the Caroua school. Orginally,
the Diploma Course was designed for in-service training of senior and inter
mediate grade personnel (six and nine months respectively) and the Certificate
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Course for subordinate personnel (nine months).

79. Article 1.6 of the project d,ocument (CMR/67!SOS) stipulates that candid
~tes for the diploma course will be selected, from among forest officers,
foresters and forest rangers and officers with equivalent training from th0.
veterinar,y services while candidates for the certificate course'will be choson
from among forest rangers, forest guards and the best forest auxiliaries.

80. There was 'a gene!al ann strong desire for two-year courses at the GarOIJa
school similar to the one at· the Mweka college. This would enable the
students to receive a 'more thorough training and entitle them to an increaoc
in grade in the public service. The Inspector has received a report that
Garoua now runs two-year courses.

81. The recruitment of students, gener~llyrestrictivefor the diploma course
but much less 60 for the certificate course, has so far not been wholly
satisfactory. It has been noted that some of the students admitted to the
certificate course did not have the necessar,y preliminary background while
a few others who had been in the public service for several years found it
difficult·to re-a:dapt to school life. To obviate ~ome of, these difficulties,
it would be necessary to review the present recruitment policy which
was originally designed to facilitate the establishment of the sc~ool. In this
connection, a more careful and imaginative approach to, the selection of can
didates would seem desirable.

3. International Co;.;ope:ration

82. Like the Mweka oollege in its close association with various international
bodies, the Garoua School has received generous financial and material support
from many sources, principally from the same ,bodies that have supported the
training programme at Mweka. Similarly, local financial support has come
mainly from the host government. Intel~tional contribution to the college
is summarized below:

(a) UNDP Contribution Phase I
Phase II

Total

US$ 901,470
617,624

(b) The Cameroon Gov-
ernment Contribution Phase I

Phase ,II

Total

US$ 843,702
585.300

1,429,002
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Estimated Government Contribution-for 1975/76 was as followsl

Operating costs
.Housing for staff.
Local staff salaries
Other costs

Total

(c). Bilateral Assistance

28,859,230
10,320 ,000
8,000,000

10,000,000

57,179,230

CFA

"
"
"

ii)

iii)

iv)

France
- Fonds d'aideet deco~

operation
A veterinary doctor

Federal Republic of Ge:rma.nY
GAW!

-A-forestengmeerand a
mechanic

- . Zoology Society of
Frankfurt

- World Wildlife Fund
(German section)

United States of America .'
- USA,In
-Rockefeller Brothers'

Fund
- G&meConservation Inter

national

Total Company in West Africa

(FCFA)
40,000,000

35,000,000'

3,150,000

1,250,000

3,509,000
2~,600,000

800,000

1,500,000

4. Operational Activities

83. The curriculum is based on that of the Mweka College but various moui
fications have been made to reflect the immediate needs of the participatinG
countries. The work programme for the academic year 1975/76 shows the
following principal courses:

a) The Certificate Course:

Vehicle mechanics
Weapon training
Elements of economics
Legislation
Planning and management of national parks
Ecology
Habitat management
Biology (natural history)
Veterinary techniques

I ...
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Taxidermy and ornithology
Topography and photography

b) Diploma Course

Mechanics and civil engineering
Weapon training
Economics
Legislation and Administra~ion

Plarming and Management of, national parks
Ecology , , ,
Habitat management
Management techniques, photography and topography
Biology (natural history)
Veterinary techniques
Orinthology and taxidermy

Appointment of teaching staff
84. Although it took a long time to recruit and train counterpart staff, the
Garoua school has well-trained national staff. Howev~r, it has not'been
possible to recruit experienced field staff into teaching posts. Because of
this shortage, it would be advisable to plan for more fellowships with a view
to training competent instructors some of, whom could be posted to the field ",
initially for two or three years before taking up duties at' Garoua.

Recruitment of Students
85. Because of the keen interest of the participating governments, the en
rolment of· students at the Garoua school has been very encouraging, if not
always qualitatively satisfactory. The demand for places has increased over
the years. As the table below indicates, the school. is now serving nineteen
Member States in Africa. The last three columns reflect an estimated number
oi';equests for the academic years 1976/77, 1977/78,,1978/79. Of the nine
teen participating governments, six had already indicated in advance the num
ber of places they would like to have between 1976 and 1979.

.~- J

I ...
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Table V

Y 1 En 1 t R tear~y ro men eaues s

ACADEMIC YEARS
..

COUNTRIES
10/11 11/12 12/73 73/14 14/15 15/76 76/77 77/78 78/79

Algeria (from - - - - - - - - -
1977/78)
Benin' 3 3 3 4
Burundi 1 2

Cameroon 7 4 5 4 4 8 8 8

Central African 2 2 3 2 3
Empire

Chad 4 2 2 3 6

Congo 2 3 4 4 6 6 6

Gabon 2

Ivory Coast 3 6 3 6 4 ..

Madagascar 1

Mali 2 3 3
Moroccv

Niger 1 2 3 2

Nigeria 1

Rwanda 1 4 6 6 6

Senegal 2 6 6 3 6 11 10' 11

Togo 1 2 2 2 2

Upper Volta 1 2 2 4 2 4 3

zaire 3 ~ 6 7 8 7 8 8 8

Number of 18 22 36 42 39 44 43 42 42Students

Number of
5 10 LO 13 12 11 7/19 6/19 6/19Countries

I ...
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5. Appraisal of the Project Actiyities

86. Eight years after the project became operational, the College can
be judged to have succeeded in bringing together for a common cause some
nineteen countries to protect wildlife in Africa by providing the needed
train~d manpower. The-College i~ now fully managed by national staff and is
housed in modern buildings. This success is due largely to the international
support and that of'the 'host government. - The Inspector received a very
favourable response'lrom all the countries serVed by Caroua duriilg his visl ts
in connection with this study.

87. As stated earlier in the case of Mweka, the training provided by Caroua
in African wildlifemanaBament is unique in Africa. It is also an expensive
venture but the two Colleges have made it possible for every country to
obtain this training in Africa and as such laid a sound foundation for a pro
ject of regional technical co-operation among developing countries.

88. Being a newer institution, Caroua has had the benefit of the experienr-e
acquired at Mweka and thus cut short the experimentation period that was
necessary at Mweka in its initial stages. Several of the staff members at
Caroua were former students at Mweka including its pre'sent Principal.

89. The project did not get off the ground until 1972: when the CeJlloge was
able to operate efficiently. The plann~g was not realistic and in parti
cular the recruitment of one expert and the Project Manager in Deci;mber
1967 and September 1968 respectively. The interim report FO:DP/RAF/74/056
shows that the first expert left after two years without having the
opportunity to teach. -It is however appreciated that FAO's presence was
necessary as the school was starting from scratch.

90. Many of the problems discussed in this study for Mweka apply also for
Caroua such as the need for along-term plan for the College, the n~ed to have
greater regional participation in the financial support of the College train
ing programmes. It would be useful if the staffBof the two Colleges met
regularly, say once every two or three years to, enable them t? evolve common
standards in their training programmes and to evaluate common training needs of
the Member States they serve, which they should visit on a regular basis. A
periodic -exchange of staff members between the two Colleges also appears
desirable. They should also be enabled Srom time to time to enrich their
.technical knowhow by visits 'to other international andnationar centres
dealing with'conservation, presentation, utilization of wildlife and wildlife
products.

91. In order to ensure that the future development of-the two Colleges can
be planned and carried out efficiently, it is recommended that resources for
financing the training programmes'be made available for a further ten years and
charged to the Regional IFF of UNDP and UNEP funds during which period the
Governments of the 11mted Republico£" Caineroon and theUni ted Republic of
Tanzania could enter into an agreement to guarantee the regional character of
the training programmes of the Colleges. At the same time, the participating
~mber States should assume progressively a greater financial burden in what
can be considered as a basic project of technical co-operation among develop
ping countries.
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92. It is also suggested that these two Colleges should now be regarded as
Executing Agencies-for host governments under tharecently approvedprinciplo
of government eltecution ofUNDP-assisted projects.FAO should be prepared
to PFoyide technical support.if and when needed and should draw upon
experiences gained by WHO in the provision of technical and financial support
from'its oWn regular budget.

'93. Garo~ais faced with the following problems which should be solved in
orderito improve the training provided by the College:

(~) Qualifications and entry age: the age range of the students
varies from 20 to 45 years. This creates a lot of social
problems for the College Administration. ~he majority of
students are married and separated from their fami1ies.
The possibilities of adopting the same criteria for quali
fication and age now successfully being employed at Mweka
should be explored. A two-year course for both Diploma
and Certificate courses should be introduced as soon as
possible. There was a general criticism that these courses
had tended to produce people with little practice in field
work. The Inspector is pleased to learn that emphasis is at
present being placed on field work.

(b) Both the Garoua Certificate and Diploma should be recognized
by all Member States for salary and promotion in the Civil
Service or National Park Services. The Inspector was in
formed of the frustration experienced by former students
whose special training and the Certificate or Diploma did
no~ earn them an additional increment or promotion. This
also applies to graduates from Mweka. The introduction of a
two~year course should contribute to solving this problem.

(c) Improvements suggested in the courses included:

- more practical work in park management
more knowledge of firearms
International Convention on Wildlife
more conservation education

- -more training in the methods of controlling poaching in
national parks
ec0It0mic utilization of national parks and game reserves
need to appoint on the staff an assistant instructor with
field experience in specific areas.

(d) Audio-visual aids and teaching materials. Most of the texts
availabl~ on African wildlife are in English from which trans
lations into French notes are made. Hence the need to increase
the staff: so that some may have the opportunity to prepare the
necessary\texts in French. Garoua and Mweka should undertake
this prog~amme jointly through a workshop at either centre.

(e) A library that can be used by the staff and students. The library
facilities lat both Garoua and Mweka need to be improved greatly
with the complementary documentation facilities and a trained
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librarian. In view of the acute shortage of suitable texts it
is suggested.that responsibility to stock these two libraries
be entrusted to UNESCO and IUCN who could between them ensure
that copies of all suitable publications on African wildlife arc
distributed to the two Colleges, including studies on specific
issues carried out under the auspices of ~AOas Executing Agency
for UNDP or UNEP. Relevant Government Papers and Annual Reports
together with those relating to national parks would be very
suitable sources.of teaching material.

I ...
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ChapteJt .:H

A. (ktleralQtlServations..

94. As ·atateQ; ·earlie:r,the Yta:Lts:::JJ1«4.e ;Pyt,h~ ~spegto..r to ~~y,e:f":);. 'Af:ll~c~'
countri,:.es Mere aimed. at asse.ssinB .regiQr.~needsfp'l';h~.in~gAA~ ·th~ ~g-:r

nitude of .managemen'tpX'Qb.lelll.s~: ·..The :!ol].,ontlail!1- ..a; .s~ Qf)g~eI'.aJ, ?b,,! .
serv1il.tions.;made ~'. thedev,elQ:pment d ~e:;r:esE;lrv:~s an4 ~~~<>.~ .f''''-''~'' i,n t.h~
countriesri:sited by tl;leInspeC1tor.". hleetA1pleJl: V)<1' CQmpa'l'eq. 1ci.~b ;t.hes~~U4:':'
tion ten ;!i.o fifteen; yeara:agQ,. tbe inttease in t!:).e., n\UJlbeJ!~f re.gitl.teJ;ed, ~~~.
reserves:~d ,.nati:orial pax:ks is· vm:y .iiilpressi,Ye .bO"th. j.n tllb:nWDbe~ :and'~ea
lUlder prdtection~ The, Inspecto:vw&s VB.!i!:f' enco~I'aged_·bj! the.::dI;C>I'ts1Dlade,by.
each goverrunent. The level of development arid achievemen~".of;;.ll.eCe5si:t.y,
varies from one country to another. One notes,' for instance, on the one
hand, highly developed national parks of East African countries - ~g~d~,

Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia and those of Senegal and Cameroon, and on the-olher,
the"much less developed national .parks and game reserves·.i:n':II1e>s't. West A.frj::can
countries...

B. Legal Status

95 • For, some eountnes, ;l;his ;lS4DasiCl pmbl.~tI1•.. :In pil7e~in.depan<,i~nt \~:r.iqa

laws ana re~la.tions.,were deitelQped:to check ·h1.Ultingand to ~£o1"d prQ.tec~10p.for
for special area.s.';·lfhere .is nQed. iaraooncerted eff.Q1"t;by .Me.II1ber,St~tes;

in the region to ~at~fythe OAUA~rican COnv.ention·on;CQU$ervati?n of, Nat~re
and Natural ResoUrces and the'.other basJ;oi.l(l.te~t:ionalQon:v:enti,.ou.s aIld. ,to
have common 'natiQnl!ll ·laM·s; and. tegulldi:i,ons~. .OAU .-.n9.-mmPshQul,d;iHitiate s~.Qh
a.pr6~e by conve.ri.ngreguiar ,worltehops1'oi' .this purpOse. praf::erably,on
a sub-regiOnal .basis ·at..the Qnset,,':where,,::bhe most senior o£:t:j.ci(l1sofgame.
departmentscou1d exchange views:' (OAU,CFAO,; llNESC.O -.nq nJQN:ahQ\1ld, p.a;rl'ti,~i-
pate in ,thi~,exerci.se~",. ·FJffods to::llDlf:ltld.• thl!l.olci.. If-we .Keit"e :in prQgress;;in
several countries Yiisiteq. especially in.Senegt.l :and.·ener~.ti~,)st~Pe.w~r~.

being t~Eln.to comQat poaehing me>reeff~cti;vely.. ~e,. n~be.;ti' pf:Afr;i;~8J}.
countries that. have raU£ied the PAU Aj)dcan·CQnv~nt-ion.fiU;t¢r ·ten. yea:rs
is only fifteen and those which have ratified the ~onvention on !nternational
Trade after five years number only twelve with Kenya closing the list only
recently

C. Administrative Structures

96. It is.sti.ggestedthat game.divisiona:or depa.rtmentspe ~!'lt. tl-p 'ap~ Jlrov,ided
with adequate resources£or de.velopment :pl~g. and:, aQmi~s.1:rat;i.pn.· Wi;J.dlife
management p:t'ogrammes in Ea~it.Afriea;have developed to~he:poi,ntvnere
wildlif.e department~: ~ve the..same,s,'1;A.tUfj ~~. other.~joi;,.govlilrnment,4epart
ments. In We,st I\.fri:ca:t. with t.he:e~cepti.Cln o£,.~eroo~,Chacl,,~a, Ivory;.
Coast, .Senegal.and .z,aire,.wildlife, conser,vatiari programme~~e ~ged by ,a
small unit usually attached to. i;h,e.depar'l;1Jl~Jl.'j; ,o,£:fprest::ry. ~sis also the
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case at FAO headquarters. Probably as' a result of this, not enough resources
such as transport facilities and equipment are provided to wildlife units.

D. Development of Game Reserves and National Parks

97. This is a problem confronting many countries and to which the internationai
community should contribute to find a solution. It involves very careful
surveys of the 'wildlife areas to be protected. PoBtical Will and support
of the people already settled in such areas is necessary. This process was
under way in Sierra Leone and in several other countries where efforts were
being made to create new game reserves. A regional programme would seem to
offer the best chances for obtainirig durable results in ,this area. The In
spector is convinced that suchaprosramme of action would benefit many
countries,'especially if ,modem equipment andaerial'sU'rveys are used~ An
interestingexpe'rlment in some countries to establish mini-parks near large
cities,such as those near Freetown, Accra and Kinshasa, would be a good
starting point for many countries. So far these -efforts have not achieved
results comparable to those obtained at the Nairobi National Park. 'Ec~

logical considerations make this programme very Buitable for international
co-operation and support. ,

E. Poachins

98. This is a major problem in all African countries. But it is more serious
in Eastern Africa where important animals such as the elephant and the lion
are in constant danger as a result of organized destruction by poachers.
The problem centres on the commercial value of game trop~es such as lion'
skins and iVOry from elephants. Fighting both the local and internationaI
rings involved has proved very expensive and dangerous. Poachers use every
illegal method possible, including the use of sulfuric acids and powerful
firearms; to destroy animals in protected areas. The problem is further
complicated by the existence of wildlife ranges extending beyong national
frontiers. 'There are, for example, three such areas between Tanzania and
Kenya (Serengeti/Masai Mara, Kilimanjaro/Amboseli and same/Tsavo West)., The
absence of common national legislations or the weak enforcement in neighbour
countries of protective laws also adds to the frustrations of individual
governments. International and regional efforts should be directed towards
the achievement of common legislation in the drive against poaching and in
the enforcement of protective measures. There was a general consensus that
the existing laws were not severe enough on the poachers, particularly
where a fine for slaughtering an elephant was lower than the value of the
recovered ivory.

99. The Inspector realizes that there are no easy solutions to this problem.
He has, however, been highly impressed by the efforts of several international
bodies (particularly the IUCN and WWF) which have expressed serioue concern
over what amounted, in the recent past, to 'rape' of African wildlife, es
pecially in East Africa. Both the international and local press have also
made a very useful contributio~bypromoting popular awareness of the loss
of this natural heritage. This has been a blessing in East Africa because
all the governments involved'have since taken a series of appropriate measures
to protect what could still be protected. Hunting was forbidden by law
about four years ago. Special training in antipoaching campaigns, including
the use of firearms, has been initiated in some countries.
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100. - The solution rests, in the final analysis, with all Member States work
ing collectively. It is urged that they accept and enforce vigorously ex
isting national and international laws,particularly the Convention on In
ternational Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. The deve
lopment of local industries in game trophies could lead to a greater control
of illegal exportation of the raw products. In zaire and Tanzania, gov
ernment representatives suggested to the Inspector that if the resources
avai~able to game scouts were increased to cover firearms,reliable means
of transport, light aircraft, etc, the antipoaching campaign would be more
effective.

F. Research and Training

101. .Research in wildlife has, so far, received only modest suppprt from
African governments and the international community. However, the need for
a vigorous programme has been voiced in many countries most of which lack tho
necessary resources for such a programme. A good example is J~waIlda where the
need was communicated to the Inspector. The few achievements recorded to
date in African wildlife research are largely attributable to expatriate in
dividual work. Wildlife research in Africa should be more management orien
ted and its results should be used in the actual management-of wildlife.

102. Art important exception is the excellent foundation in Tanzania known
as the Serengeti Research Institute which was set up in the mid-sixtieG by
John Owen, then Director of Tanzania National Parks. This Insti tllte has
received considerable international support, particularly from Canada (CInA).
It has attracted a good number of- distinguished young scientists from
Tanzania and abroad and has been engaged in :tesearch work on the whole of
Serengeti ecology. The Serengeti Research Institute is ver,y much associated
with the pioneer research work of Dr. Grzimek in the Serengeti National
Park, described in his famous book: "Serengeti shall not die". Tlf-e Insti tu
te's activities have up to now focused mainly on the Serengeti and Gambe
National Parks but will be widened in the future-to include all the national
parks.

103. Research' and training cannot be dissociated. There has been inadequatn
co-operation in the past between the College of African Wildlife Manage-
ment and the Serengeti-Research Institute both of which need international
support. The Inspector feels that the two institutions should co-operate
more intimately than it is the case at present since the primary beneficiaries
of the results of research carried out at Serengeti should be the colleges
of wildlife 'management. The two institutions should, for example, consider
the possibility of exchanging staff members whenever appropriate. If properly
planned and supported, Serengeti Research Institute should be the counter
part for Mweka and Garoua by prOViding them with research facilities and
promoting the creation of research centres in other African countries.

104. Mweka and Garoua cannot between them satisfy the ever increasing needs
in many African countries for trained personnel. There is a particularly
strong demand for experienced instructors at the Certificate and Diploma
Levels. It would therefore appear necessar,y to assist Mweka in instituting
wildlife instructors' courses. Such a programme would benefit many countries
and would be complementar,y to Mweka and Garoua in providing the trained
personnel needed in some new centres. Tanzania has met some of its needs

I ...
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by establishing a special school for the .training of game scouts. Experience
gained therefrom should enable Mweka tp introduce a special instructors
course to be delivered in Swahili rather than·in English -now used in the
certificate course.

105. Development in this field has been quite·rapid in the past three years.
The following countries have already established national schools or courses
at various levels:-

Nigeria
Botswana
Mozambique
Kenya

* Under-graduate courses have also been established. at Dar-es-Salaam
Tbadanand Juba Universities.

G. Need for Co-ordinated Development Effort

106. The trainiVg needs of all Member States cannot be effectively met if
they are separate~ from the actual deve~opment, in eachcountr,y, of wildlife
conservation techniques. It is therefore necessar,y to draw up, on a broad
regional basis, a unified programme involving the major activities in wild
life conserva,tion as outline~ above, including its economic, social and re
creational aspects.

107. For this purpose, it is suggested that OAU and UNEP, Which are the
principal co-ordinating organizations in this field, should initiate a pro
gramming process on a regional basis with a view to achieving a unified
approach to the development of:

a) Legal protection

b) Appropriatea~nistrativestructures in each'African countr,y,
especially where a government considers its conservation pro
gramme as justifying such a structure.

c) Planning and management of national parks and. equivalent pro
tected areas in each countr,y and foc~sing international suppor~

where appropriate (WWF, WCN, UNESCO, FAO and bilateralassis
tance).

d) Intemational and regional campaigns against illicit traffic in
wildlife products.

e) Planning and development of research and training in, wildlife
management. This should be geared towards meeting the current·
and future needs of Member States.

f) The e~isting Regional Wildlife Conferences, which ar,e inter
governmental agencies fora should be legally strengthened and
9xpanded to "All Africa Wildlife Conferences".

108. The Inspector sees the need for urgent. action as outlined above,
particularly in view of the prevailing situation in Africa, which is aggra-

J
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vated, on the one hand, by external commercial interests in African wild-
life products and, on the other, by the serious problem of population pressure
on wildlife lands. ' According to the table below prepared for some
15 countries with significant wildlife resources, population pressure on
wildlife lands will double in the next 25 years.

109. ~le co-ordination of efforts in the field of wildlife conservation
has been' commendable between UNEP, UNESCO, FAO and mCN including significant
contribution from UNDP and WWF, there is'still a great need to assist African
governments in obtaining international inputs ina co-ordinated manner.
FAO, UNESCO, UNDP and UNEP have fiIlancial and other resources which should
be requested by 'governments for thb implementation of a common wildlife
conservation programme." Resources emanating from the international
community should be made available to governments in a manner that would
encourage 9.Il integrated approach and enable UNEP to most ,effectively fulfill
its special,co-ordinating mandate in the field of wildlife conservation.

Table VI

Population Pressure on Land in Africa
. Rate of No. of years for

Country Area, Km2 Population population population to
Annual increase double

%

Botswana 600,372 691,000 2.27 30
Cameroon 475,442 6,398,000 1.84 38
Ethiopia 1,221,900 ' 27,975,000 2.36 29
Ghana 238,537 9,873,000 2~70 26
Kenya 582,644 13,251,000 3.28 21
Mozambique 297,657 8,234,000
Malawi 118,484 4,916,000 2,40 29
Nigeria 923,768 62,925,000 2.67 26
Senegal 196,192 4,418,000 2.37 29
Sierra Leone 71,740 2,983,000 2.41 29
Sudan 2,505,813 18,268,000 3.04 23
Tanzania 939,703 15,438,000 3.02 23
Uganda 236,036 11,353,000 2.93 24
Zambia 752,614 5,022,000 3.13 22
Zaire 2,345.409 24,485,000 2.47 28

Ave. 25

Source: UN Map No. 2753 Rev. 1
May 1975

I . ..
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Chapter III

BACKGROUND TO INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE
nf AFRICAN .WIIDLIFE CONSERVATION PROGRAMMES

110. The subject of wildlife conservation is of direct interest to at least
four main organizations of the United Nations system, namely, UNESCO, UNEP,
UNDP and FAO. Each of them is involved in one or more aspects of wildlife
conservation, management, training or research. The. following is a brief
summar,y of the role of each of the main organizations in the activities of
Member States on wildlife conservation programmes in Africa.

A. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural OrganizationfirnESCO)

Ill. In the previous report of the Joint Inspection Unit to UNESCO, dealing
with the training programme for the preservation and presentation of cultural
and natural heri tage in the Africa region (JIU/REP/74/8), it was easy ";0

trace the origins and the development of the international community's inter
est and commitment in the various programmes undertaken by Member States in
the field of cultural heritage,through clear and specific guidelines and
resolutions passed by the United Nations General Assembly and the UNESCO
General Conference. This has not been the case with the programmes in the
field of nat~ral heritage. Until recently, the main intellectual inputs
and guidance among the United Nations family have come from the resolutions
and recommendations passed by the UNESCO General Conference.

112. 'Man and his Environment' has long been a.subject of major intereGt
to UNESCO, its main objective being the study and management of natural
resources wld the various components of the human environment. Two items
among those studied by UNESCO in this field are:

(a) The study of terrestrial biological resources and the inter
relationship between human activities and the terrestrial
ecosystem;

(b) The preservation and presentation of ,cultural and natural
heritage.

113. At its sixteenth session in 1970, the General Conference of UNESCO
launched an international inter-governmental programme called "Man and the
Biosphere" (MAB),a broadly-based ecological research and training pro
gramme,- one among its priority areas being the conservation of natural areas
and the genetic material they contain 11. This programme has the support
of the United Nations, FAO, WHO, WID, UNEP Jirld other non-governmental
international organizations, such as IUCN and WWF.

114. The UNESCO General Conference, at its seventeenth session in Paris
on 16 November 1972 adopted the Convention for the Protection of World

11 UNESCO Document 17C/4: Man and the Environment, p. 118.

I . ..
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Cul tural and Natural Heritage which reads as follows:

"Noting that the cultural heritage and the natural heritage are in
creasingly threatened with destruction not only by the traditional
causes of decay, but also. by changing·social and economic conditions
which aggravate the situation with even more formidable phenomena
of damage or destruction,

Considering that deterioration or disappearance of any item of the
cultural or natural heritage constitutes a harmful impoverishment of
the heritage of all the nations of the world,

Considering that protection of <this heritage ~t the national level
often remains incomplete because ,of the scale of the resources which it
requires and of the insufficient economic, scientific and! technical re
sources of the country where the property to be protected is situated,

. Recalling that the Constitution of the Organization provides that it
will maintain, increase and diffuse knowledge, by assuring the conserva
tion and protection of the 'world's heritage, and recommending to the
nations concerned the necessary international convention,

Considering that the existing international convention, recommenda
tions and resolutions concerning cultural and natural prop~rty demonstrate
the· importance, for all the peoples of the world, of safe-guarding this
unique and irreplaceable property, to whatevarpeople it may belong,

Considering that parts of the cultural or natural heritage are of
outstanding interest and therefore need to be preserved as part of the
world heritage of mankind asa whole,

Considering that, in view of the magnitude and gravity of the new
dangers threatening them, it is incumbent on the international community
as a whole to participate in the protection of the cultural and natural
heritage of outstanding universal value, by the granting of collec-
tive assistance which, although not taking the place of action by the
State concerned, will serve as an effective complement thereto,

Considering that it is essential for this purpose to adopt new pro
visions in the form of a convention establishing an effective system
of collective protection of the cultural and natural heritage of out
standing universal value, organized on a permanent basis and in accor
dance with modern scientific methods,

Having decided in its sixteenth session that this question should
be made the subject of an international convention,

Adopts this sixteenth day of November 1972 this Convention y."
115. Cul~'Tal and natural heritage is defined in the Convention as follows:

~ UNESCO: Volume I Resolutions 'and Recommendations, Records of the General
Conference 1972, p.l35.
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(a) Cultural Heritage
MOnuments, groups of buildings and sites which are of outstanding

universal value from the historical, .artistic, ethnological,and
scientific points of view; These are architectural works,sculptures,
paintings, inscriptions in cave dwellings, and archaeological sites;

(b) Natural Heritage
(i) Natural features consisting of physical and biological for

mations or groups of such formations, which are of Qutstanding univer
sal value from the aesthetic or scientific point of·view;

(ii) Geological and physiographical formations and precisely
delineated areas which constit~te the .habitat of threatened species
of animals and plants of outs:tanding universal value from the p_oint
of view of sci~nce or conservation;

(iii) Natural sites or precisely-delineated natural areas of out
standing universal value from the. point of view of science, conserva
tion or natural beauty.

116. Article 4 of the Convention states that it is the duty of each Member
State "to ensure the identification, protection, conservation, presentation
and transmission to the future generations, of the cultural and natural
heri tage ••• si tuated on its terri tory" and that each State "will do all it
can to this end, to the utmost of its own resources and wher.e appropriate
with any international assistance and co-pperationin .particular, .financial,
artistic, scientific and technical, which it may be able to obtain".

117. UnderArt~cle 15 of the Convention, UNESCO has also established. a fund
for the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage known as "World
Heritage Fund"j(. This fund consists inter alia of compulsory and voluntary
contributions as well as gifts from Member States and public or private
bodies~ Any state party to this Convention may request interqational ass
istance for property forming part of the cultural or,natural heritage of
outstanding universal. value situated within its territory ~.

118. UNESCO's role in the promotion of the preservation and, presentation of
cuI tural and natural heritage of mankind is fully reflected in its own
Medium-Term Plan (1977-1982)111. The Plan lays,stress on four important
areas:

(a) Preparation of protective inventories and: survey~ of
cul tural and natural heritage to be preserved;

(b) Legal protection and administrative problems;

Con'lention for the PrE>tection E>fWorld· CuI tural and Natural Heritage,
Article 15.

Note: The'establishment of implementation machinery'forthe "World
Heritage Convention" (1972) is one of the objectives to be achieved
during t~e Plan period (UNESCO.Medium-Term Plan 1977-19~2 para 7644(c)

UNESCO Document 19 C/4 ''Draft Medium-'1'erm Plan" .:.. 1977-1.982

,_ ..
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(c) Provision of the nec,essary ~n.stitutionsand~qu~pment;

(d) Scientific research and. training, especially in the field of
the conservation :of cuI turalproperty. It also points up the
need for managers of national parks and. reserves encompass
ingrepresentative areas of the world's ecosystem.

119. The GeneraL'Conference of UNESCO has done extremely useful work'in de
finin8 and. elaborating with clarity the objectives andfunetions necessary
to save the cultural and natural heritage for future generations.

120. At the operational level UNESCO's main responsibility lies in the deve
lopment of cultural heritage activities,. particularly in the training field
concerning which the Direetor-.General, in. his comments' on Jm/REP!74/8 '.
to the Executive Board of UNESCO, had this to say:

"The major problem remains Le.,. to what extent it is really
possible to-integrate a training programme for. the preservation-of
cultural heritage with one ofriatural heritage. The specific train
ing in J!lB.Il:agel!!entof national p~r~s ~d wildlife ~ill always have to
be carried out in different and independent centres and·cours~s.

However the study of natural history should be increased in the train
ing of museum specialists".

121. In the past, UNESCO's operational activities inCluded direct·assistance
to Melllber States; for example, an expert in ecology and conservation was
assigned to Ethiopia in 1969 in·a.project assisted by UNDP funds (TA)and,
similarly, a mission, urtder the Special FUnd of the.UNDP, was sent to zaire
to assist the Government with an ecological study and a development pro
ject for the then National Albert Park,. now known as Virunga National Park,
the results of which would define the basis on which a development pro
gramme of tourism in the national parks' could be established. Another
inter-agency group of consultants was sent· by UNESCO to the.Ivory Coast to
study the problems, including those of an ecological nature,.' raised by the
construction of a large resexvoir en Lake Kossou W.
122. UNESCO·is also working inclose co-operation with several other inter
national organizations ..~t:l the field of natural heritage, principally FAO,
UNEP and the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources .(mCN), established in 1948 wi th UNESCO assistance. UNESCO's
continued involvement in the programme was clearly illustrated in the Re
gional Meeting of Experts on Environmental Education in Asia that took
place at Ban8k0k in November 1976. The meeting was organized. by the UNESCO
UNEP Environmental Education Programme for Member States in Asia, at which
some 17 countries of Asia were represented. This meeting was in response to
a recommendation made by the Stockholm Conference on Human Environment ~n

June 1972!Jj. (To be expanded to include specific Work Programme and fin
ancial contribution e.g. through subvention to IUCN).

~ UNESCO Report of Director-General for 1969, p. 80.

UI .UNESCO Final Report ED-77/WS/22.
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B. United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

123. With the establishment of the United Nations Environment Programme which
resulted from the United Nations Conference on.Human Environment' in Stockholm,
leadership in the activities of the UN system in this field shifted to the
new organization. UNEP's main responsibility 'is to provide leadership in
co-operation and co-ordination among governments and international agencies
in environmental protection and improvement~ Three of the main objectives
having a direct bearing on wildlife in the UNEP programme of aotivities are:

(a) "to help governments in managing forest resources so as 'to

meet present and future needs;

(b) to preserve threatened species of plant and. animal life,
particularly those which are important to human life and
wellbeing,

(c) to help governments to identify and preserve natural and
cultural areas which are significant to. their countries and
which form part of the natural and cultural heritage of all
mankind".

124. On 3 March 1973 another international instrument was adopted at
Washington: "the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora". This Convention was the outcome of a reconunendation
of the Stockholm Conference and its operation is the responsibility of UNEP.
The Convention establishes a system of permits and certificates for regulat
ing international trade in threatened wildlife by controlling exports .and
imports and calling for effective national measures to reinforce and imple- .
ment the border check procedures.

125. Article XII stipulates that upon entry into force of the present Conven
tion, a Secretariat shall be provided by the Executive Director of the
United Nations Environment Programme. It also empowered the Executive Direc
tor to seek assistance from suitable inter-governmental or non-governmental,
international or national agencies and bodies technically qualified in pro
tection, conservation and management of wild fauna and flora. The functions
of the Secretariat are also listed and include, inter alia, management and
servicing of meetings of the Parties to the convention; undertaking of
scientific and technical studies; publication of periodicals and thei~ dis
tribution to the Parties.

126. From its inception, the Governing Council of UNEP has attached priority
to integrated planning asa means of harmonizing environmental development
objectives and agreed that research into ecosystems in co-operation with
UNESCO/MAB was essential for integrated planning and management. The Council
expressed concern. at the increasing loss of wildlife due to indiscriminate
killing and destruction of the habitat of wildlife and plants throughout tho
world and suggested that steps should be taken to redress the situation as
a matter of priority lif.

!iI. ECOSOC Document E/5373 - Report of the Governing Council for Environment
Programme a t its first session, paras. 52-53.

I ...
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127. One of the decisions adopted by the Governing Council at its very first
session in June 1973 concerning programme priority for action by UNEP was on
conservation of nature, wildlife and genetic resources. The Council re
quested the Executive Director to perform inter alia the following tasks:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

"to promote the protection and conservation of plants and
animals, especially rare or endangered species;

to support ecological investigations on ecosystem processes
in relation to the impact of human activities;

to promote the identification and conservation of unique natural
_sites and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems;

to initiate the preparation of a comprehensive catalogue of
threatened species and varieties of crop plants, fish, domestic
animals, micro-organisms, and to co-operate with FAO in its pro
gramme for genetic resource conservation;

to support regional and national institutions in developing
countries for promoting the collection, evaluation and con
servation of gene pools of plants and animals for maintain
ing the genetic diversity for the future use of mankind;

to promote the development, on an entirely voluntary basis, of
a register of clean rivers" W. ,

128. A fund for the United Nations Environment Programme was established in
December 1972 by General Assembly Resolution 2997 (XXVII) •. The Fund's Fin
ancial resources which come from voluntary contributions and other sources,
are to be administered by the Governing Council. The allocation of the
funds in 1973 for conservation of nature, wildlife and genetic~ resources
amounted, to US$ 500,000.

129. ,1JNEP's 'specific co-ordinating role in environmental programmes-has
been empha~ized many times as one of its fundamental functions. The Govern
ing Council provides general policy guidance for the direction and co-ordina
tion -- of the programmes "relying as much as possible on the existing capa
bilities and expertise within and outside the United Nations system". In
this connection, a close working co-operation has already been established
at the global level between UNEP, UNESCO, FAO and IUeN, through the fonna":'
tion of the Ecosystem Conservation Group which meets from time to time to
exchange infonnation and to co-ordinate its activities .in wildlifeconse~

vationprogrammes.

130. At the operational level in the field of wildlife conservation, UNEP
has made a good beginning, albeit a modest one, with financial assistan~e

to Member States, as the following list of projects for the 1975'programme

~ ECOSOC Document E/5373, Annex I, p. 10 (Report of the Governing Council
for Environment Programmes).

/ ..
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shows:

FP/0302-75-11

FP/ll03-75-06

FP/ll03-75-02 .

FP/1104-75-03

FP/1105-15-01

HA/1103-15-04

FP/0603-73-OOl

FP/0605-004

FP/ll04-15-0l

Provision of transport assist~ce for five Rwanda
students at the College of Wildlife Management"
aaroua, cameroon. 'UNEP contribution $ 5,000.
Agency: FAO.

South Pacific Conference on National Parks and
Reserves. UNEP contribution: $ ,13;000. Agency: NZ/mCN.

Regional information exchange in wildlife and national
parks management for Asia and -the Far East (Tiger

.Paper). UNEP contribution $ 6,400. Agency: FAO.

Level one overview - endangered species and wildlife.
UN.EP contribution: $ 19,000. Agency. mCN.

Sub-regional seminar and .wo:rlcshop on conservation and
integrated management of natural ecosystems for deci
sionmakers, senior administrators and professional
natural resources officers in South-Eastern Africa.
UNEP contribution: $ 29,640. Agency: UNESCO.

Conservation and development programme strategy for
ecosystem conservation, promotion and co-ordination
of action .(global).> UNEPcontribution: $ 1,5.41,000.
Agency: IUeN W.
Co-ordinatedsystein of national parks and reserves in
East Africa - $ 11,000. Agency: -IUCN.

Co-ordinated system ·of national parks and 'reserves
in West Africa; $ 16,000. Agency: mCN.

Feasibility study re addax,scimitar-horned·oryx and
associated speQies, $ 26,500. Agency: IUCN.

~e last three projects in Africa are saidto.haveled to major conservation
activities in the Africa reg~on.

131•. One other activity of great concern to UNEPand Member States in the
protection of wildlife is the legal aspect of the prot~ction. Two of six
important globai Conventions that came into force in 1975 need to be mentioned
here 111 as they are directly related to wildlife protection in. Africa.
These are:

(a) The Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural
and Natural Heritage, 1912.

111 Source: UNEP Annual Review: Projects approved from third session of
Governing Council to ;1 December 1915.

111 UNEP 1975 Annual Review: p.10
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(b) The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
or Wild Fauna and Flora, 1973.

With the coming into force of the above international Conventions, UNEP and
Member States should be well set for a vigorous programme in the many ac
tivities relating to the conservation of wildlife in Africa. Perhaps one
of the most important contributions that UNEP can make in its programme is
the establishment oJ;£inn guidelines for tlte integrated management of ,eco
systems in order'to lessen the adverse effects of man's impact on them.

132•. UNEP is concerned about. the destruction and degradation of-ecosystems
which is one of the major causes of the rapid destruction of the world's
wildlife. The UNEP· programme of activities in the 'field of nature,wildlife
and genetic resources includes assistance to Governments' efforts:

(a) in identifying areas for establishing national parks;

(b) in restoration and re-vitalization schemes to re-establish
the potential productivitybf·water, soil vegetation and
wild animal resources;

(c) in promoting regional wildlife surveys and research;

(d) in the protection of endangered species;

(e) in eirlorcing the convention on International Trade in En
dangered Species of Fauna and Flora;

. (f) in the training of national parks and wildlife managers and
other conservation experts.

c. United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

133. UNDP involvement in the conservation of wildlife programmes has been
in direct response to requests made by Member States with respect to pro
grammes of technical co-operation in the field of wildlife management train-
ing.

134. Over the past ten years, UNDP has made considerable contributions to
the programme, particularly in Africa, where the need for protection is
greater (due to the unique abundance of wildlife there) ~n in- the Asian and
Latin American regions where UNDP assistance amounted to less than one
million dollars~ in seven countries (see Table VI~·.

135. In Africa, between 1968 and 1974, UNDP's contribution to more than
26 projects in some 17 countries amounted to well over $ 8 million, as the
list of UNDP~ssistedprojects in Africa shows in Table VI. Two of these
projects: College of African Wildlife Management, Mweka (URT-70-350) and
Wildlife School, Garoua (RAF-74-050) provide, as the title and preceding

~ Source: UNDP Compendium of Approved Projects, Nos, 5 and 6. As of
June 30, 1975.

I ...
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par~graphsof this report show, the basis for the present discussion of the
broader aspects of wildlife management in Africa. It has already been
noted that both Colleges have, since their inception, been operating as
regional and sometimes inter-regional training programmes. While the
Garoua School is now correctly listed as a regional project, the Mweka
College is still a national ~roject.

D. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

136. FAO has a longtime interest and has been involved in two major aspects
of wildlife conservation in the field. FAOwas, and still is, the Execu
ting Agency for nearly all of the UNDP-assisted projects listed in Table\ln
and Table VIn. These projects are mainly concerned with Member States'
activities in the management of wildlife, but ~ two cases they relate to
training programmes at two regional training colleges of African wildlife
management.

137. Wildlife conservation activities form part of its Forestry Department.
FAO Conference has taken considerable interest in the development of its
resources for Member States who need the assistance of the Organization, as
the following actions will indicate:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FAO Conference at its tenth session, 1959, decided to expand
its activities to wildlife management and recommended that
FAO develop a programme of work in wildlife management;

At its eleventh session, 1961, the Conference recommended the
establishment of a team of experts to give advice on wildlife
development in Africa;

At its fourteen session, 1967, it requested the Director
General to invite African countries to take into acco~t the
draft African Convention for Conservation and Management of
Wildlife in revising their national legislation l2l; .
At one of its recent sessions, the Conference adopted on
26 November 1975 Resolution 11/75, which reads:

"THE CONFERENCE,

Considering the importance that should be given to forest
conservation and management in the new world food strategy,

Considering the role of the forest in the general ecology of
many regions of the world, particularly its influence on cli
mate, soils, and the regulation of water regime~.

Considering the importance of the forest in recreation,

Considering the intimate connection between fauna and flora, and

121 Index of FAO Conference and Council Decisions, 1945-1972
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Considering the impact ,of fauna in the economic, touriat,
cultural, social and scientific fields,

1. Recommends to the Director-General that special emphasis
be placed on the conservation and management of wildlife and
tl)at. l:ipproprj,at~ f;Lnanqiallmd techni,cal, assistance be providQd.,;

2. Reguests the Director-General to exert every effort toward
. the' rapier implementation of't'his Resolution i '. -

138. Together with the above legislative action, FAO Conference took
measures to give effect to the above decisions. It approved, for instance,
the establishment of a new unit-to prom6teactiviti~srelated to wildlife
management of national parks and recreation and recognized that the manage
ment .of wildlife habitats was an i~tegral part of forest land management
ultimately connected with problems of. rural develOpment planning, particu
larly when wildlife constitutes a main source of animal protein.

139. Over the past' ten years, FAO has provided virtually all the technical
backstopping that was 'needed in the execution of programmes assisted by the
UNDP at both national and regional levels, particularly in the African re
gron (See Tables V:o.8.ri.d. VI~.

140. As mentioned before, FAOhas working arrangements, particularly at the
global level, with other international organizations involved in the conser
vation of wildlife, es-pecially UNDP, UNEP, UNESCO, and mCN. However, FAO
hasspecial:lzed in two 'areas'notcovered by the other organizations, that
is, in the management of wildlife and in the traiIiing of personnel at pro
fessionaland technical levels.

141. Al though African wildlife management programmes find little space in
the FAO General Conference agenda, FAO has instituted an excellent venue.
jointly with the Afrlcan ForestC6mIDission through its Working Party on
Wildlife f1anageme~t and National Parks in Africa. These meetings take place
in different African countries and are attended by very senior officials of
governments, including Ministers and Dire.ctors of' game departments•. The
last session held at Bangui in March 1976 was well attended by representa
tiVes of African goverrimenis, UN and o'ther interested internatlonal organi
zationsapd by observers from some 12 countries which are not members of
the FAO African Forest Commission.

142. The Working Party has made a significant contribution to the programmes
of conservation, management and traimng in Africa, thariks .to its init{atives,
such as.tpe preparation of a Draft African Convention for the Conservation
and Management of Wildlife, for which FAO Conference expressed its satisfac
tion in Resolution No~ 20/67 which invited the Governments of Member Nations
of Afrlca -to take the text 6f the Dra£t Convention irito account wheri revising
their nationa1-1egis1ation £2}.

gQ/ Report of the Fourteenth Session ofFAO Conference November 1967
pp. 105-106
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Table VII

UNDP-assisted Projects in Wildlife Management in Africa

COUNTRY PROJECT PROJECT TITLE AGENCY UNDP CONTRIBUTIONS
NUMBER IN USI

Botswana BOT-72-020 Wildlife Management FAO 97,400
Utilization

Botswana BOT-74-005 Adviser to Director FAO 67,450
of Wildlife and
National Parks

Botswana BOT-74-0l2 Wildlife Management FAO 37',800
Biology

I C0ntral CAF-72-0l0 Amenagement de la FAO 129,200
jAfrlcan faune en zone nord

Empire

Chad CIID-69-004 Direction du service FAO 181,210
des parcs na tionaux .
et des reserves de
faune

Beni4l DAH-72-012 Amenagement de la FAO 340;625
faune et des parcs
nationaux

Gabon GAB-74-012 Conservation de la FAO 33,000
faune et amenagement
des parcs nationaux

Kenya KEN-68-0l3 Wildlife Veterina- FAO 150,123
rian

Kenya KEN-71~526 Wildlife Management FAO 1,574,595
in Masailand

/ ...
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COUNTRY PROJECT PROJECT TITLE AGENCY UNDP CONTRIBUTIONS
.. NUMBER IN US! .

Mali MLI-7Q-004 Amenagement de la FAO 79,707
faUne

Morocco MOR~73-015 Amenagement d'un FAO 64,000
pare national

Nigeri~ NIR-72-QOI?, Wildlife Eco.logy FAO 5,400
Management

Somalia SOM-72-012 Forestry and Wild- FAO 582,000
life Marlagement

Sudan SUD-69-·019 Wildlife Management FAO 86,018

Sl'iazilaQ-d' SWA-1l-018 Development of Na- FAO 89,756
tional Parks

United CMR-67-505 School for the FAO 1,024,024
Republic of Trai,ning of Wild:-
Cameroon life Specialists,

Garoua

United CMR-72-004 Amenagement des FAO 24,736
Republic of pares et des re-
Came:rQon serves de faune

United CMR-72-025 Assistance to the FAO 100,090
Republic of National Parks in
Cameroon the North

I ...
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Table V1I(cont.)

'. COUNTRY PROJECT PROJECT TITLE AGENCY UNDP CONTRIBUTIONS
NUMBER IN US!

United RAF-74-056 Wildlife School, FAO 585,300
Republic of
Cameroon*

United URT-70-530 College of African FAO 680,947
Republic of Wildlife Management,
Tanzania* Mweka (Phase II)

United URT-72-0ll Wildlife Utiliza- FAO 34,067
Republic of tion in the lake
Tanzania Rukwa Area

Upper Volta UPV-73-009 Deux bourses de FAO 7,000
fo:nnation des
specialites de la
faune

zaire ZA1-7Q-00l Formation de cadres FAO 405,684
pour la conservation
de la nature

zambia ZAM-68-:,5l0 L~gwa Valley Con- FAO 1,3()9,424
servation and Dev-
elopment

RAF-68-445* Wildlife Management FAO 162,419
and Conservation

TOTAL 7,851,977

* Regional Adviser on Wildlife Management and National Parks. The last in..,.
cumbent, D'r. Norman rtrers completed his assignment in November 1975.

I ...
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Table VIII

UNDP-assisted Projects in Wildlife Management in Asia, the Pacific
and I.e tin America

. - . .,

COUNTRY PROJECT PROJECT TITLE AGENCY UNDP CONTRIBUTIONS
NUMBER IN US!,

Afghanis tan AFG-72-()05 Conservation and FAO 115,134
Utilization of
Wildlife. Resources .

Iran IRA-7Q-008 Wildlife and FAO 23,775
National Parks

. Management

Indonesia IN8-73-0l3 Nature Conservation FAO 121,900
and Wildlife Manage-
ment

Nepal NEP-69-002 Wildlife Management FAO 139,096

Nepal NEP-72-002 Hational Parks and FAO 493,616
Wildlife Conserva-
tion

Sri Lanka SRL-74-028 Fellowship in UN 6,000
Wildlife, Park
Management and
Conservation Tec-
niques

Sri Lanka SRL-74-034 Fellowship in UN 3,800
Wildlife, Park
Management and
Park Administration

Western WE8-73-014 Fellowship to FAO 4,350
Samoa attend Second World

Conference on Na-
tional Parks
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COUNTRY PROJECT PROJECT TITLE AGENCY UNDP CONTRIBUTIONS
NUMBER IN US! ...

Latin BLA-72-028 Management of FAO 35,584
America Wildlife for Envi-

ro~ental Conse~

vation

ArgentinR ARG-72-025 Wildlife Pro- FAO 15,000
tection

Asia HAG-72-029 Regional Wild- FAO 30,083
life and Na-
tional Parks
Management
Adviser

TOTAL 988,338

I ...
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E~ Organization of African Unity (OAU)

African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
l4~. 1'he Organization of Af,rica,n Unity" established in 1963, has taken great
interest in the conservation of nature and natural resources in the African
region. OAU, which ha's earned a reputation as "a promoter of inter-African
co-operation and stimulator of progress in several spheres of human activity
in Afric~" adopted the African Convention on Conservation of Nature and
Natura~ Resources which came into force·on9 October 1968. The 'preparation
of the dra.r't Convention had beEm entrusted by OAU,to roCN assisted by UNESCO
and FAO. '

144. The Preamble to the Convention reads, in part, as follows:

"We the Heads of State and Government of Independent'
African States, '
FULLY CONSCIOUS that soil, water, ,flora and faunal
resources constitute a capital of vital importance
to mankind;
CONFIRMING, as we accepted upon declaring our ad
herence to the Charter of the Organization of
African Unity, that we know that it is our duty "to
harness the natural and human resources of our con
tinent for the total advancement of our peoples in
spheres of human endeavour";
FULLY CONSCIOUS of the .ever-growing importance of
natural resources from an economic, nutritional,
scientific, educational, cultural and aesthetic point
of view;

. CONSCIOU,S OF the dangers which threaten some of these
irreplaceable assets;
ACCEPTING that the utilization of the natural' resources
must aim at satisfying the needs of man according to
the carr,ying capacity of the environment;
DESIROUS of undertaking individual and joint action for
the conservation, utilization and development of these
assets by establishing and maintaining their rational
utilization for the present and future welfare of man
kind;
CONVINCED that one of the most appropriate means of
achieving this end is to bring into force a convention".

145. This Convention is a very useful document. It covers the intents
of Member States·as well as scientific definitions and suggests an approach
to the spectrum of the,objects to be conserved. It also provides a com
prehensive set of measures to be taken by each Member State.

146. In its definition, "natural resources" means renewable resources, that
is soil, water, flora and fauna, and "conservation areas" means any protected
~~tural resource area, whether it be a strict nature reserve, a national
nark or a special reserve.

147. Article VII urges Member States to ensure the conservation, wise use and

,...
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development of faunal resources and their environment within the £rameworlc of
land use planning and economic and social development. This includes ade
quate legislation on hunting, capture anq fishing under which,

(a) the issue of permits is properly regulated

(b) unauthorized methods are prohibited

(c) also prohibited among others are methods of hunting, capture
or fishing liable to cause mass destruction of wild animals,
e.g. use of drugs, poison, or fire.

148. Article VIII deals with the special protection to. be accorded to those
animals and plant species that are threatened with extinction and to the
habitat necessary to their survival.

~49. Article XII deals with encouragement and promotion'of research in conser
vation utilization and management of naturalresourc~spaying particular
attention to ecological and sociological factors.

150. Conservation education is an important item in the Convention and is
designed to ensure that the nationals of each state appreciate their close
dependence on natural resources and understand the need and rules for the
rational utilization of these resources. These rules should feature in edu
cational programmes at all levels.

151. Finally the Convention ends with an Annex which has a long list of pro
tected species as referred to in Article VIII above and heeding special pro
tection in the Africa region. The List of Protected Species, Class A (totally
protected animals) includes zanzibar red Colobus, suni, gorilla, cheetah,
West African manatee, walia ibex, secretary bird. List B inclUdes animals
that are totally protected but which may be hunted under special authorizations
granted by the competent authority. This includes such animals as lions,
leopards, elephants, black rhinoceros, Grevy's zebra, Hippopotamus, giraffe,
buffalo and crocodiles.

152. Since the adoption of the African Convention on Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources in 1968 by the Member States of OAU, much has happened
in individual Member States, particularly in the establishment of game
reserves and national parks and in the field of wildlife management training.
The Secretariat has kept up its interest in the conservation programme by
participating in the regional conferences organized by FAO, as indeed was the
case with the fifth session of the Worlcing Party on Wildlife Management and
National Parks held at Bangui, Central African Empire in March 1976. The
Director of Inter-African Bureau for Soils represented the OAU. A represen
tative of the OAU is a member of the Board of Directors of the Mweka College
of African Wildlife Management. The InspectQ~ hopes that the OAU as a body
can now take up this subject on a regional basis to ensure regional or sub
regional co-operative effort for conservation and development of this unique
natural resource for which they laid such an excellent foundation. .

F. Other International Organizations

153. The preceding pages show that wildlife conservation activities are

I ...
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not confined to the four United Nations organizations only. Within the
United Nations family, other organizations such as WHO and WMO are requested
from time to time to contribute resources in their respective fields of com
petence. The World Bank, for instance, was called upon recently to assist
the Government of Kenya with a loan for a project on Wildlife and Tourism,
to enable the Government to increase its tourism capacity of national parks
and ,reeerves, and g~e-proof barriers and feasibility studies.2JI. The'
loan ,is stated tO,amount toUS$ 29 million but the total cost of the project
will be some US$ 36.4 million.

154. Of the non-governmental organizations ,closely linked with the United
Nations wildlife programmes, special mention should be made of the Inter
national Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (roCN)
and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) both of which have significantly contributed
to international efforts in this field. The two organizations 'are widely
known to Member States for the studies and research the IUCN has carried out
in Afric~ and elsewhere, for their financial assistance and timely warnings
on the declining state of wildlife. Three other international organizations
involved in co-operation wi th roCN and WWF are: '

- Fauna Preservation Society (FPS)
International Council for Bird Preservation (rCBP)

- Frankfurt Zoological Society

155. The roCN was founded in 1948 at Fontainebleau at a conference convened
by UNESCO and the French Government "to promote the conservation of nature
and natural resources, the maintenance of a healthy biosphere, widespread
effort to protect and enhance the diversity of the world's fauna, flora and
habitats by encouraging rational use of natural resources." It has a con
sul tative status with ECOSOC, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, WMO,UNEP and UNmO. IUCN
has very close working relations with UNESCO since 1949, and the two have
worked together on many projects. The roCN has carried out a nhmber of tasks
un r contract from UNESCO.

l5~. The roeN is a Union of states, government agencies and non-governmental
organizatio~s working together to promote the rational use of natural resources
throughout the world. It deals exclusively with the conservation of nature and
natural resources and has contributed substantially to the development
of conservation and other environmental legislatures, both national and inter
national, through its Environmental Law Centre at Bonn.

157. roCNworks closely with many members of the United Nations system and
provides the Secretariat of the Ecosystem Conservation Group (ECG), composed
of representatives of UNEP, FAO, UNESCO and roCN. roCN has an especially
close working relationship with the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). Established
in 1961, WWF is an international charitable organization dedicated to saving
the world wildlife. It is involved in a wide range of joint projects with
roCN.

158 One of its main activities consists of programmes of identification,

W "World Diplomacy" Vol. 1. No.2, 1976
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i.e. appraisals, surveys and consultations of those species and areas most
in need of attention and the establishment Gf'priorities for action. It
pays special ,attention to the protection of species threatened with extinction,
a list of which appears in the Red Data Book, which is continually kept
up to date. The World Wildlife Fund and the roeN are currently sponsoring
an elephant, survey project in Africa and Asia to determine the size'of the'
herds in those regions. Another important project is the promotion of public
awareness through wildlife conservation education at the primar,y, secondar,y
and ~versit.1 levels.

159. All the 'organizations mentioned in this report have left their mark on
the programme. The question that the study raises is whether the present
arrangements can ensure optimum utilization of all the resources of the
organizations ,involved for the benefit of wildlife.

160. In a letter, dated 6 June 1976, from the UNEP office in Nairobi related
to this study, the Inspector was assured on the points raised above ,that:

'~/FAQ/UNESCO/IUCNEcosystem Conservation Group (ECG) is
becoming an important mechanism for co-ordinating our activities
in the training for wildlife and parks management".

The letter added that the ECG has adopted a problem-oriented rather than an
organization-oriented approach and its members had agreed upon the follow
ing areas of responsibility:

UNEP:
WCN:

,UNESCO:
FAO:

To facilitate co-operation and stimulate action
,To identify problem areas requiring attention
Research, education and scientific training
Management and training at professional and technical levels.

161. _ The Inspector oonsulted the records of the first four meetings of the
ECG from 1975 to 1976 and noted that these meetings were ver,y useful to the
Group for co-ordination purposes and for the exchange of information on the
projects and progI~es of each organization.

162. The above-m~ntioned arrangements should furnish a useful basis for a
concerted international approach to wildlife conservation problems and guarantee
against wasteful duplication and dispersal of efforts. However, Member States
seem,to be faced with the problem of identifying appropriate sources of
international assistance in view of the large number and varied roles of
organizations involved in conservation activities, most of which have only
limited resources for technical assistance.

163. To ease this problem, the Inspector recommends the following:

,a) UNEP should serve asa clearing-house for projects and pro
grammes proposed by members of ECG and directed to regional and
global strategies, as well as for government requests for assis
tance in wildlife conservation and training programmes. To this
end, UNEP should make maximum use of the ECG consultative mechani
sm - as agreed by its Governing Council and the first meeting of
ECG in May 1975 - and should aim at effective intecration of efforts
at all geographic levels.
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b) The FAO/AFC Ad hoc Working Party on Wildlife Management and
National Parks, at whose meetings ECG is represented, should
concentrate increasingly on regional conservation programmes. It
should preferably adopt a new title such as the FAO African Wild
life Conference (see c. below) which would reflect more clearly
its present important role.

c) Also significant is the contribution of the Regional Wildlife
Conferences of', East and Central Africa in which ECG participates
actively. Since these conferences cover only the above-mentioned
sub-regions, similar conferences for other sub-regions in Africa'
should be encouraged. These sub-regional conferences could then
merge with or supplement the Ad hoc Working Par.ty.

164. ,For durable results to be achieved at the regional and sub-regional
levels, efforts within individual Member States should be based on a strategy
for national self-reliance involving, especially, increased training activities
and the constant upgrading of the management Skills of national wildlife
persormel.

I ...
/
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Chapter IV

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS·AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Training Programmes in Wildlife ,Management (see ch. I)
165. The College of African Wildlife Management at MWeka· in Tanzania and the
Caroua Wildlife School in Cameroon are both highly successful training pro
grammes with a demonstrated regional vocation. The training programmes re
cently established in Botswana, Kenya, MOzambique and Nigeria are ati1l in an
embryonic stage compared with the Mweka and Caroua programmes.·

166. The College of African Wildlife Management at Mweka, since it was estab
lished in 1963 by the Government of Tanzania, has been operating an important
pioneer programme for English-speaking African States; it was the first in
stitution of its kind on the continent of. Africa established specifically for
the training of wildlife management personnel. " The regional vocation of the
College is underscored by its legal status, which provides for a Governing
Body composed of several African nationalities as . well as a few representa
tives from regional and international institutions (OAU, UlIDP, FAO, lrnEP,
etc), and by the yearly student enrolment, which exhibits a wide range of
nationalities.

167. The College was assisted in its early years by several governments and
international organizations, but more especially by the UNDP which contributed
funds to the project for ten years (1965-1975) with FAO as Executing Agency.
With the termination of UNDP assistance and that of bilateral and international
foundations, the cost of operating the programme is at present borne solely by
the government of Tanzania. Since its inception the College has trained over
700 students from ]~ English-speaking African countries and a few from Nepal,
India, Panama and Colombia. International assistance is needed for the College
to improve and expand this training programme of regional and inter-regional
dimensions.

168. The Wildlife School at Caroua (Cameroon), which became operational in
1970, was established to train wildlife management personnel for French-speaking
African States, in much the same way as the Mweka College serves English
speaking African States. The project has been receiving UNDP assistance since
its inception, with FAO as Executing Agency. Phase I of the project (1969-1974)
was charged to the IPF of Cameroon while Phase II (1974-1979) is being assisted
from the regional IPF. The College is currently serving 19 French-speaking
African States. It stands out, like the Mweka College, as a successful and im
portant experiment in regional co-operation.

Assessment of Regional Training Needs: Problems and Prospects (see Chapter II)
169. The increase in the number and area of registered game reserves and
national parks in Africa over the past fifteen years is very encouraging in
deed. The Director of the Caroua Wildlife School estimated in 1976 at 180
the number of African national parks covering a total surface area of 63,700,000
acres. In spite of this remarkable achievement on a continent-wide basis, wild
life conservation programmes in individual African States are beset with some
serious problems which cannot be resolved without increased regional co-operation

I ...
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and co-ordinated international SUpport. The problemsconcem,'inter-alia, the
systematic destruction of wildlife by well-organized groups of poachers, the
weak enforcement, of internatio~ conventions and regulations and other pro
tective measures, the, rapidly mounting population pressure on wildlife lands
and the absence of a sound financial base for· training programmes in wildlife
management.

170. The ,r~cent establishment, ·of four new training programmes in Botswana,
KeIiya., Mozambique-and Nigeria reflects a growing awareness in African States
of the importance of wildlif~ conserYation programmes and seems to augurwel~

for the future of wildlife in Africa. However, much still remains to be done,
particularly with regard to meeting the" need for more action-oriented research
work in wildlife, more instructors courses, a more integrated approach to the
development of ·wildlife activities at thecou,ntry, sub-regional and regional
levels and, finally, more rigorous, campaigns against illicit tra!ffic in wildlife
products.

in African Wildlife

171. The subject of wildlife conservation directly coneems £our organizations
of the UN. system, namely UNESCO, UNEi', UNDP and,FAO. The respective roles and
activities of each of these organizations as well as the contribution made in
this field by other international organizations can be summarized briefly as
follows;

a) The General Conference of UNEf3CO, by launching in 1970 a broad-based
ecological research and training programme called "Man and the Biosphere"
(MAB) and further adopting in 1972 a Convention for the Protection of
World Cu1 tural and Natural Heritage, has clearly defiiled the actions and
'objectiv~s' needed to protect the cultural and natural heritage of man
kind. UNESCO's operational role includes, inter-alia sciehtific training
and research and prOViding upon request technical expertise to Member
States. ' ' , .

'b)' UNEP's main role iato stimulate co-operation among and co~ord.inate
the aCtivities' of governments and international agencies in environment
al protection and wildlife conservation programmes.

c) UNDP has, in the past ten years, provided more ,than S 8 million to
some 26 wildlife conservation projects in 17 African countries.

d) FAO executed practically all UNDP-financed projects (see c above) and
remains th~principa1 source of technical backstopping for these projects.
In addition, FAO provides valuable technical guidance to the Working
Party on Wildlife Management and National Parks in Africa, which it set
up jointly with the :African Forest Commission and is responsible for wild
life management training.

e) Outside the United Nations system, the Organization of AfricM Unity
(OAU),which has adopted an African Convention on the Conservation of
Nature and Natural,Resources, the World Wildlife Fund ('vlWr) and the Inter
national Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN)
have all contributed significantly to the development of wildlife conser-
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vationprngrammes in Africa.

f) Assistance from bilateral sources has also facilitated the
establishment and improvement of training centres, national
parks and game reserves in Africa.

172. The FAO/AFC Ad hoc Working Party on Wildlife Management and National
Parks, the Regional Wildlife Conferences of East and Central Africa and the
Ecosystem Conservation Group (ECG) are all playing a valuable role in the
promotion of wildlife conservation programmes in Africa.

MAm RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of recommendations for improving the two colleges of African,
wildlife management have been made in the report. Below is a summary of the
main recommendations.

A. TbeRegipnal Training Colleges

Recommendation 1
a) Mweka and Caroua are highly
grammes in wildlife management.
be placed on the Regional IFF.

successful regional training pro-
It is recommended that the two colleges

b) UNEP should take the lead wi thin the framework of the Ecosystem
Conservation Group (ECG) in mobilizing and co-ordinating additional
international support for the two colleges.

Recommendation 2
FAa and UNESCO should ensure that the capacities of the two colleges
are utilized fully for:

a) the training of more instructors,

b) a continuous training programme in the form of staff deve19pment
activities like refresher courses for wildlife managers and instructors
drawn from national· parks and colleges in the region.

Recommendation 3
FAa as the executing agency of both projects should use every oppor
tunity to encourage participating Member States to agree on:

a) recognition of the Certificates and Diplomas delivered by both
colleges,

b) assuming progressively a more balanced share in the operating cost
of the colleges so that their TCDC potential is tapped to ·the maximum.

Recommendation 4
FAO and UNESCO should encourage the two cO~Leg~~ to exchange staff
members and scientific documentation on a regular basis. .
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B. Research and Training

Recommendation 5.
Research in various aspects of wildlife is greatly needed for training
purposes and proper management of wildlife. UNESCO and FAO should in~

itiate arrangements that would bring National Wildlife Research In
stitutes into closer relationship with the training colleges.

c. Unified Approach to Development

Recommendation 6
UNEP should fully discharge its co-ordinating mandate by serving as a
-clearing-house for government requests for assistance and for projects
and programmes proposed by members of ECG.

Recommendation 7
In order to derive full and durable benefits from the training provided
in the two colleges, UNEP, assisted by members of ECG, should stimulate
the development of comprehensive and integrated programmes for the
whole region.' Such programmes should incorporate the following aspects:

a) legal ?rotectionof wildlife;

b) development of national ,parks and other protected areas;

c) creation of appropriate national administrative structures;

d) utilization of wildlife areas;

e) national, regional and international measures against poachingl

r) research facilities.

Recommendation 8
FAOshould implement resolution 11/75 of November 26,1975 so that it
can post a wildlife officer to its regional office in Accra.
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AFRICAN CONVENTION ON THE CONSERVATION OF NATtJRE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

PREAMBLE:

We the,Heads of State and Governmeni; of Independent African States,
FULLY CONSCIOUS that soil,water, flora· and faunalresourcesconsti tute
a catd·talof .v,i tal importance to mankind; ,
CONF,IRMING,as we accepted upon declaring our adherence to the Charter of
the 9rgani~atibn of .African Unity, that we know thatitis 'our duty "to
harness; the natural .andhuman ;resources.of our continent .for tne total
advancement: :o~ our peoples in spheres of human~ndeavour";
FULL-y:COl{SCIOUS, of the ever-growing importance of natural resources from
an economic, nutritional, scientific, educational, cultural and aesthetic
point of view;
CONSCIOUS6f'che C1angerswhich 1hreate~ some of these irreplaceable assets;
ACCEPTING triat the utilization of the natural resources must aim at
sa tisr;Yi.ng the needs of man according to the carrying capaci ty of the
environment; '. . .
DESJ;ROUS of undertaking individUal and joint action for the conservation,
utiliza tion and developlDent of these asse"ts by. establishing' and .maintain
ing their rational utilization for the present and future welfare of
mankind;
CONVINCED tha t one of the most a ppropria te means ofacmeving this end is
to bring into force a convention

HAVE AGREED AS FOLIllWS:

ARTICLE I
The Contracting States hereby establish an AfrLUBn Convention on the
Conservation of Na ture and Na tural Resources.

ARTICLE It - FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE
The Contracting States shall undertake to adopt the measures necessar,y to
ensure ponservation, utilization and development of soil, water, flora and
faunal resoUrces;i.n accordance wi th scientific principles and with due
regard to the best interests of the people.

ARTICLE III - DEFINITIONS
For purposes of the present Convention, the meaning 6f the follOwing
expressions shall be as defined below:-

(1). "Natur&lResources" means renewable res.ources,that is
soi1, wa tel', flora and fauna •

(2) "Specimen" means an individual example or a species of
wild a!rl.tn81 or 'wild plant or part ofa 'wiid plant.

(3) j'Trophy" means any deadarrl.mal specimen of part thereof whether
included' in a manufactured or processed object or otherwise
dealt with, unless it has lost i is original ideriti ty; also nests,
eggs and. eggshells. .

(4) "Conservation area" means an;y protected natural resources area,
whether it be a stri,ct na tural reserve, a na tional park or a
special reserve;

I ...
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(8) "strict nature reserve" means an area:-
(i) under State control and the boundaries of which

may not be a I tered nor any portion aliena ted
except by the competent legislative authority,

(ii) throughout which any form of hunting or fishing, any
undertaking connected with forestry, agriculture or mining,
any grazing, any excavation or prospecting, drilling,
levelling of the ground or construction, any work tending
to alter the configuration of the soil or the character of
the vegeta tion, any water pollution and, generally, aI\Y act
likely to harm or disturb the, fauna or flora; including
introduction of zoological or botanical species, whether
indigenous or imported, wild or domestics ted, are strictly
forbidden,

(iii) where it shall be forbidden to reside, enter, traverse or
camp and where it shall be forbidden to fly over a t low
alti tude, without 'a special wri ttenpermi t from the compe
tentauthori ty, and in which scientific investigations
(including removal of animals and plants in order to main
tain an ecosystem) may only be undertaken by permission of
,the competent authority; , - '

(b) "national park" means an area:-
(i) under State control and the boundaries of which may not be

altered or any portion alienated except by the competent
legisle tive authori ty,

(ii) exclusively set aside for the propagation, protection,
conservation and management of vegeta tion and wild
animals as well as for the protection of sites, land
scapes or geological formations of particular scientific
or aesthetic value, for the benefit and enjoyment of the
general public and

(iii) in which the killing, hunting and capture of animals and
the destruction or collection of plants are prohibited
except for scientific and management purposes and on the
condition that such measures are taken under the direction
or control of the competent authority;

(iv) covering any aquatic environment to which all of the
provisions of section (b) (i-iii) above are applicable.

The activities prohibited in "strict ria ture !'eserve" under the provisions
of section (a) (ii) of paragraph (4) of this articlea~e equally prohibited
in na tional parks except in so far as they are necessary to enable the park
authori ties to implement the provisions' 6f section, (U) of this paragraph,
by applying, for example, appropriate management practices, and to enable
the public to visit these parks; however, sport fishing may be practised
wi. th authorization and under the control of the competent authori ty;

(c) "sllecial reserve" means other protected areas such as:
(i) "game reserve" which shell denote an area

(a) set aside for the conservation, management
and propaga tion of wild animal life and the
protection ano management of its habitat,
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(b) wi thin which the hunting, killing or capture· of
fauna shall be prohibited except by or under the
direction or control of the reserve authorities.

(c) where settiemen~ and other human activities shall
. be controlled or prohibited;

.. (ii) "partial reserve" or "sanctuary" which shall 'denote· an
area
(~) set aside to protect 'characteristic wildlife and

especially bird communi ties or to protect particu~

larlythrea tened animal or plant species and ..
especially those listed iIi the Annex to .this Con
vention, together with the biotopes essential for
their survival.· . . .

,(b) in which all other interests and activities shall
be sUbordinated to this end;

(iii) "soil" "water" or "forest" reserve shall denote areas
set-aside ,to protect. such resources.

ARTICLE·IV - SOIL.
The ContractingS.tates shall take effective measures lor conservation and
improvement of the soil and shall in particular combat erosion and misuse of
the soil. To this end :-

(a)

(b)

they shall establish land-use plans based on
scientific investigations (ecological, pedological
economic, and sociological) and, in particular·,
classification of land-usecapabili tyj . ,

they shall, when implementing agricultural practices
and agrarian reforms,

(i) improve soil conservation and introduce improved
farming methods, which ensure long-term I>roductivi ty
of the land,

(ii) control erosion caused by various fOrms of land-use
which may lead to loss of vegetation cover.

ARTICLE V -WATER
(1) The Contracting States shall establish policies for conservation utiliza
ticm and development of underground and surface water, and shall endeavour
to guarantee fo·rtheir populations a sufficient and continuous supply of
sui table wa:ter, taking appropriate measures with due regard to -.

(i) the study of water cycles and the investiga-;
tion ofeachca tchment area,

(ii) the· co-ordination and planning of water resources
development projects,

(iii) the administration and control of all water
utilization, and

(iv) prevention and control of water pollution.
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(2) Where surface or underground water resources are shared by two or more
of the Contracting States, the latter shall act in consultation, and if the
need arises, set up inter~tate Commissions to study and resolve problems
arising from the joint use of these resources, and for the joint development
and conserva tion thereof.

ARTICLE VI- FLORA
(1) The Contracting States shall take all necessary measures for the pro
tection of flora and to ensure its best utilization and development. To this
end the' Contracting Sta tes shall:-

(d)

(c)

(b)

(e)

adopt scientifically-based conservation, util:i-za tion and manage
ment plans of forests and. rangeland, taking into account the
social and economic needs of the States concerned, the importance
of the vegetation cover for the maintenance of the water balance
of an area the productivity of'soils and thehabi tat requirements
of the fauna;

observe section (a) above bypa~ngparticularattention to con
trolling bush fires, forest exploitation, land clearing for culti-
vatiop., and over-grazing by domestic and wil,d animals;

set aside areas for forest reserves and carry' out afforesta tion
programmes where necessary ;

limitation of forest grazing to season and intensities that will
not prevent forest regeneration; and

establish botanical gardenl;J to perpetuate plant species of parti
cular interest.

(2) The Contracting States also shall undertake the conservation of plant
species or communities, which are threatened and/or of special scientific
or aesthetic value by ensuring that they are included in conservation areas.

ARTICLE VII - FAUNAL RESOURCES
(1) The Contracting States shall ensUre conservation, wise use and d~velop

ment of faunal resources and ,their environment, wi thin the framework of land
use planning and of, economic and social development. Management shall, be
carried out in accordance with plans based ons'dentific principles, and
to that end the Contracting States shall:- .

(a ) manage wildlife populations inside designs: ted areas according to
the objectives of such areas and also manage exploitable wildlife
populations outside sueh areas for an optimum sustained yield ,
compa tible wi th and complementary to other land uses; and

(b) manage aquatic environments, whether in fresh, brackish or coastal
water, with a view to minimise deleterious effects of any water and
'land use practice which might adversely affect aquatic habi tats.

(2) The Contracting States shall adopt adequate legislation on hunting,
capture and fishing, ,under which:-

(a) the issue of permits is properly regulated;

(b) unauthorized methods are prohibited;
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(c) the following methods of hunting, capture and fishing are
prohibi ted;

(i) any method liable to cause a mass destruction of wild animals,

(ii) the use 9f drugs, poisons, poisoned weapons or poisoned baits,

(iii) the use of explosives;

(iv) the following methods of hunting and capture are particularly
prohibi. ted:

(1) the Use of mechanically propelled vehicles;

(2) the use of fire;

(3) the use of fire arms caI8ble of firing more than one;
round at each pull of the trigger;

(4) hunting or capture at night;

(5) the use of missiles containing detonators;

(d) the following methods of hunting or capture areas far as possible
prohibited:-

(i) the use of nets and stockades,

(ii) the use of concealed trap~, pits, snares, se~ traps,
deadfalls, and hunting from a blind or hide;

(iii) with a view to as rational a use as possible of game meat, the
abandonment by hunters of carcasses of animals, which represent
a food resource, is prohibited.

Capture of animals with the aid of drugs or mechanically propelled
vehicles,or hunting or capture by night if carried out by,or under the
control' of, the competent authority shall nevertheless be exempted from the
p~hibitions .under (c) above. .

ARTICLE VIII - PROTECTED SPECIES
(1) The Contracting States recognize that i tis important and urgent to
accord a special protection to those animal and plant species ·tha tare threa
tenedwith extinction, or which may become so, and to the habitat necessar.y
to their'survival. Where such a species is represented only in the terri tory
of one Contracting Sta te, that State has a particular responsibili ty for its
protection~ These species which are, or may be listed, according to the
degree of protection that shall be given to them are placed in Class A or B
of the Annex to this Convention, and shall be protected by COIl-tracting States
asfollows:~

.(i) species in Class A shall be totally protected throughout
. the entire terntor.yof the Contracting States; . the hunting,
killing,capture or collection of specimens shall be permitted
only on the authorization in each case of the highest competent
al.ithori.ty and only if required in the national interest or for
specific purposes; and

"'(ii) species in Class B shall be totally protected, but may be
hunted, killed, captured or collected under special autho
rization granted by the competent authority.
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(2) The competentauthori ty of each Contracting State shall examine the
necessity of applying the provisions of this article to species not listed in
the annex in order to conserve the indigenops flora and fauna of their res
pective countries. Such additional species shall be placed in Class A or B
by the State concerned, according to its specific requirements.

ARTICLE IX - TRAFFIC IN SPECIMENS AND TROPHIES
(1) In the case of animal species to which Article VIII does not apply the
Contracting States shall -

(a) regulate trade in and transport of specimens and trophies;

(b) control the application of these regulations in such a way as
to prevent trade in specimens and trophies which have been
illegally captured or killed or obtained.

(2) In the case of plant and animal species to which Article VIII para
graph (1) applies, the Contracting States shall -

(a) take all measuressimila'r to those in paragraph (1);

(b) make the export or such specimens and trophies subject to an
authorization -

(i )additiona1to that required for their capture, killing or
collection by Article VIII;

(ii) which indicates their destination;

. (iii) which shall not be given unless the specimens or trophies
have been obtained legally;

(iv) which shall be examined prior to exportation;

(v) which shall be on a standard fbm, as may be arranged under
Article XVI;

(c) make the import and transi t of such specimens and trophies subject
to the presentation of the authorization required under section
(b) above with due provision for the confiscation of specimens and
trophies exported illegally, without prejudice to the application
of other penalties.

ARTICLE X - CONSERVATION AREAS
(1) The Contracting States shall maintain and extend where appropriate within
their territory and where 'applicable in their territorial waters, the
Conservation areas existing at the time of entry into force of the present
Convention and, preferably wi thin the framework of land-use planning pro
grammes, assess the necessity of establishing additional conservation areas
in order to:-

(i) protect those ecosystems which are most representative of
and particularly those which are in any respect peculiar
to their territories,

(ii) ensure conservation nf all species and more particularly of
those listed or which may be listed in the annex to this
Convention.
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(2) The C<?ntracting States shall est8blish,where necessary, around the
borders of conserva tibn areas, zones within which the competent authorities
shall control activities detrimental to the protected natural resources.

ARTICLE XI - CUSTOMARY RIGHTS
The Contracting States shall take all necessary legislative measures to re
concile customary ri.~hts with theprovieions of this Convention.

ARTIC~ XII - RESEARCH
The Contracting States shall encourage and promote research in cbnserva tion,
utilizatibnaI1d management of natural resources and shall pay particular
a ttentioii. tb ~colo$ricaland sociolo~ica1 f'actors.

ARTICLE XIII - .. CONSERVATION EDUCATION
(1) (a) The Contracting States shall ensure that their peoples appreciate

their close dependence on natural resources and that they under
stand the need, and rules for the rational utilization of· these
resources.

(b) for this purpose they shall ensure tha t the principles indica ted
in paragraph (1):"",

(i) are included in educa tional programmes a t all levels,

(ii) form the object of information campaigns capable of
acquainting the public with, and winning it over to,
the idea of conservation.

(2) In order to put into effect paragraph (1) above, the Contracting States
shall make maximum use of the educa tional value of conserva tion areas.

ARTICLE XIV - DEVELOPMENT PLANS
(1) The Contracting Sta tes shall' ensure that conserva tion and management of
natural resources are treated as an integral part of national anq/or regional
development plans. . .

(2) In the formUlation of all development plans, full consideration shall be
given to ecological, as well as to economic and social factors.

(3) Where any development plan is likely to affect the natural resources of
another State, the latter shall be consul ted.

ARTICLE ]Jl ..,. ORGANIZATION OF NATIONAL CONSERVATION SERVICES
Each Contracting State shall establish, if it has not already done so, a
single agency empowered to deal with all matters covered by this Convention,
but where this is no t possible a co-ordi}"l.a ting machinery shall be established
for this purpose.

ARTICLE XVI - INTER-STATE CO-ORDDiATION
(1) The Contracting States shall co-operate:-

(a) whenever such co-operation is necessary to give effect to the
provisions of this Convention and

(b) whenever any national measure is likely to affect the natural
resources of any other State.

(2) The Contracting Sta tes shall supply the Organization of African UT'i ty
with -
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(a) the text of laws, decrees, regulations and instructions in force
in their territories, which are intended to ensure the imple
mentation of this Convention,

(b) reports on theresults achieved in applying the provisions of this
Convention, and

(c) all the informa tion necessary for the complete documenta tion of
matters dealt with by this Convention if requested.

(3) If" so requested by Contracting States, the Organization of African Unity
shall organize any meeting which may be necessary to dispose of any matters
covered by this Convention. Requests for such meetings must be made by at
least three of the Contracting Sta tes and be approved by two thirds of the
Sta tes which it is proposed should participate in such meetings.

(4) Anyexpendi ture arising from this Convention which devolves upon: the
Organization of African Unity shall be included in its regular budget, unless
shared by the Contracting States or otherwise defrayed.

ARTICLE XVII - PROVISION FOR EXCEPTIONS
(1) The provisions of this Convention shall not affect the responsibilities
of Contracting States concerning:-

(i) the paramount interest of the State,

(ii) "force majeure",

(iii) defence of human life.

(2) The provisions of this Convention shall not prevent Contracting States:

(i) in time of famine,

(n) for the protection of public health,

(iii) in defence of property,

to enact measures contrary to the provisions of the Convention, provided
their application is precisely defined in respect of aim, time and place.

ARTICLE XVIII - SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES:
Any dispute between the Contracting States relating to the interpretation or
applica tion of this Convention which cannot be settled by negotiation, shall
at the request of any party be submitted to the Commission of Mediation,
Concill.ation and Arbi tra tion of the Organiza tion of African Unity.

ARTICLE XIX - SIGNATURE AND RATIFICATION
(1) This Convention shall be open for signature immediately after being
approved by the Assembly of Heads of States and Government of the Organiza
tion of African Uni ty.

(2) This Convention shall be ratified by each of the Contracting States.
The instruments of :ta tifica tion shall be deposited with the Administra tive
Secretary General of the Organization of African Unity.

ARTICLE XX - RESERVATIONS
(1) At the time of signature, ratification or accession, any State may declare
its acceptance of this Convention in part only provided that such reservation
may not apply to the provisions of Articles II-XI.
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(2) Reserva tions made in conformi ty with the preceding paragraph shall
be deposi ted together wi th the instrument of' ratifica tion' or accession.

(3) Any Contra,ding· Sta~ewhich has fOI'lIlula:teQa.reserv8otion~nco~ormity
with the pre'cec;1ing paragI;'a.ph tIl$y ataAY timewithd·~w,itby.n~:)"tifyingthe
Administra tive Secretary-General of the Organiza tiqn of African Uni ty.

ARTICLE XXI - ENTRY' INTO FORCE
(1) This Convention shall come into force onilie .thirtiethday following the
da te·,;bf deposit of the fourth instruinent of ra tificatioh; or accession·With
the AdininistTative Secretary-General of the Organization of African'1!nity,
which shall inform participating'States accordingly. .

(2) In th~ O$se of a State nt. tifyingor acceding ·to: the ,Conve.nti-on after the
deposi :tine; of tll.efoli;r.th ips trument:of mtifieaHon. or accession , .theC(:m~
vention shall come into force on the thirtieth day after· the· deposit by.. such
Stateof its instrument of ratification or accession.' ..

(3) The London Convention of 1933 or aAY other Convention on the conserva
tion of .flora and fauna in their natural state shall cease to have effect in
States in which this Convention has come into force.

ARTICLE XXII - ACCESSION
(1) After the date of approval specified in Article XIX paragraph (1), this
Convention shall be open to accession by any independent and sovereign African
State.

(2) The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Administrative
Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity.

ARTICLE XXIII - DENUNCIATION
(1) Any Contracting State may denounce this Convention by notification in
writing addressed to the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organiza
tion of African Unity.

(2) Such denunciation shall take effect, for such a.. State, one year after
the date of receipt of its notification by the Administrative Secretary
General of the' Organiza tion of African Unity.

(3) No denunciation shall, however, be made before the expiry of a period of
five years from the date at which for the State concerned this Convention
comes into force.

ARTICLE XXIV - REVISION
(1) After the expiry of a period of five years from the date of entry into
force of this Convention, any Contracting State may at any time make a request
for the revision of part or the whole of this Convention by notification in
wri ting addressed to the Administrative Secretary-General of the Organization
of African Unity.

(2) In the event of such a request the appropriate organ of the Organization
of African Unity shall deal with the matter in accordance with the provision
of section 3 of Article XVI of this Convention.

(3) (i) At the request of one or more Contracting States and notwithstanding
the provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) of this Article, the armex to this
Convention may be revised or added to by the appropriate organ of the
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Organization of African Unity.

(ii) Such revision or addition shall come into force three months
after the approva 1 by the approprta te organ of the. Organiza
tion of African Unity.

ARTICLE XXY - FINAL PROVISIONS

The original of this Convention of which both the English and the French
texts are authentic , shall bedeposi ted with the Adminietra tive SecreteIY-
General of the Organization of AfricanUnity. .

IN WITNESS WHEREOF WE THE HEADS OF STATE AND GOVEiWMEN'r OF INDEPENDENT.
AFRICAN STATES, ASSEMBLED AT ALGIERS, ALGERIA, ON 15TH SEPTEWlER 1968~'

HAVE SIGNED THIS CONVENTION~

I ...



AlrnEX II

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora

Prepared and adopted by the Plenipotentiary Conference to Conclude
an International Convention on Trade in Certain Species of Wildlife

held at Washington, D.C., from 12 February to 2 March 1973.

- ,;~

The Contracting States;

Recognizing that wild fauna and flora in their-mariybeautiful and-varied
forms are an irreplaceable part of the natural systemsol' 'the earth which must
be protected for this and the generations· to come;

Conscious. of the ever-growing value _of -wild fauna -and flora from aesthetic,
scientific,eu1tural, recreational and economic points· of View;

Recognizing that peoples and States are and should be the best protectors
of their' own wild fauna and flora;

Recognizing, in addition, that international cooperation is essential for
the protection of certain species of wild fauna and flora against over
exploitation through international trade;

Convinced of the urgency of taking appropriate measures to this end;

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

Definitions

For the purpose of the present Convention, unless the context otherwise
requires:

(a) "Species" means any species, subspecies or geographically
separate population thereof.

(b) "Specimen" means:

(iii)

any animal or plant, whether alive or dead;

in the case of an animal: . for species included in
Appendices I and II, any readily recognizable part.
or derivative thereof; and for species included in

Appendix III,any readily recognizable part or
derivative thereof specified in Appendix III in
relation to the species; and

in the case of a plant: for species included in
Appendix I, any. readily recognizable part or
derivative thereof; and for species included in
Appendices II and III, any readily recognizable
part or derivative thereof specified in Appendices
II and III in relation to the species;
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( c) "Trade" means export, re-export, import and introduction from
the sea.

(d) "Re-export" means export of any specimen that has previously
been imported.

(e) "Introduction from the sea" means transportation into a state
of specimens of any species which were taken in the marine environment
not under the jurisdiction of any state.

(f) "Scientific Authority" means a national scient'ific authority
designated in accordance with Article IX.

(g) "Management Authority" means a national management authority
designated in accordance with Article IX.

(h) ''Party'' means a State for which the pres~t Convention lias
entered into 'force.

Article II

Fundamental Principles

1. Appendix I shall include all species threatened with extinction which are
or m8y be affected by trade. Trade in specimens of these species must be
subject to particularly strict regulation in order not to endanger further their
survival and must only be authorized in exceptional circumstances.

2. Appendix II shall include:

(a) all species which although not necessarily now threatened
with extinction may become so unless trade in specimens of such species
is subject to strict regulation in order to avoid utilization incompatible
with their survival; and

(b) other species which must be subject to regulation in order that
trade in specimens of certain species referred to in sub-paragraph (a) of
this paragraph may be brought under effective control.

3. Appendix III shall include all species which any Party identified as being
subject to regulation within its jurisdiction for the purpose of preventing or
restricting exploitation, and as needing the cooperation of other parties in
the control of trade.

4. The Parties shall not allow trade in specimens of species included in
Appendices, I, II and III except in accordance with the provisions of the present
Convention.

I . ..
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Article III

Regulation of Trade in Specimens
of Species included in Appendix I

1. All trade in specimens of species included in Appendix I shall be in
accordance with the provisions of this Article.

2. '!'he export of any specimen of· a species included in Appendix I shall
.require the prior grant and presentation of an export permit. An export
permit shall only be granted when the following c.onditions have been met:

(a) a Scientific Authority of the State of export has advised
that such expo·rt will not be detrimental to the survival of that
species;

(b) a Management Authority of the State of export is satisfied
that the specimen was not obtained in contravention of ,the laws of
that State for the protection of fauna and flora;

(c) a Management Authority of the State of export is satisfied
that any livingsp~cimenwill be s.o prepared and shipped as to
minimize the risk of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment; and

(d) a Management Authority of the State of export is satisfied
that an import permit has been granted for the specimen.

3. The import of any specimen of a species included in Appendix I shall
require the prior grant and presentation of an import permit and either an
export permit or a re-export certificate. An import permit shall only be
granted when the following conditions have been met:

(a) a Scientific Authority of the State of import has·advised
tllat·the import will be for purposes which are not detrimental to the
survival of the species involved;

(b) a Scientific Authority of the State of import is satisfied
that the proposed recipient of a living specimen is suitably equipped
to house and care for it; and

(c) a Management Authority of the State of import is satisfied
that the specimen is not to be used for primarily commercial purposes.

4. The re-export of any specimen of a specie2 included in Apperldix I shall
require the prior grant and presentation of a re-export certificate. A re
export certificate shall only be granted when the following conditions have
been.met:

(a) a Management Authority of the State of re-export is satis
fied that the specimen was imported into that State in accordance with
the provisions of the present Convention;
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(b) a Management Authority of the state of re-export is satisfied
that any living specimen will be so prepared and shipped as to minimize
the risk of injury. daJlage to health or cruel treatment; and

~ (c) a Management Authorit~ of the state of re-export is satisfied
that an import permi.t has been granted for any living specimen.

5. The introduction from the sea of any specimen of a species included in
Appendix I shall require the prior grant of a certificate from a Management
Authority of the state of introduction. A certificate shall only be granted
when the following conditions have been met:

(a) A Scientific Authority of the State of introduction advises
that the introduction will not be detrimental to the survival of the
species involved;

(b) a Management Authority of the State of introduction is
satisfied that the proposed recipient of the living specimen is
suitably equipped to house and care for it; and

(c) a Management Authority of the State of introduction is
satisfied that the specimen is not to be used for primarily commercial
purposes.

Article IV

Regulation of Trade in Specimens
of Species included in Appendix II

1. All trade in specimens of species included in Appendix II shall. be in
accordance with the provisions of this Article.

2. The export of any specimen of a species included in Appendix II shall
require the prior grant and presentation of an export permi.t. An export permit
shall only be granted when the following conditions have been met:

(a) a Scientific Authority of the State of export has advised
that such export will not be detrimental to the survival of that
species;

(b) a Management Authority of the State of export is satisfied
that the specimen was not obtained in contravention of the laws of
tl'.at State for the protection of fauna and flora; and

(c) a Management Authority of the State of export is satisfied
that any liVing specimen will be so prepared and shipped as to minimize
the risk 0:£ injm:y. damage to health or cruel treatment.

I ...
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3. A Scientific Authority in each Party shall monitor both the export permits
granted by that State for specimens of species included in Appendix II and the
actual exports of such specimens. Whenever a Scientific Authority determines
that the export of specimens of any such species should be limited in order to
maintain that species throughout its range at a level consistent with its ~le

in the ecosystems in which it occurs and well above the level at which that
species ndght become eligible for inclusion; in Appendix I, the Scientific
Authority shall advise the appropriate Management Authority of suitable
measures to be taken to limit the grant of export permits for specimens of that
species.

4. The import of any specimen of a species included in Appendix II shall
require the prior presentation of either an export permit or are-export
certificate.

5. There..;export of any specimen ofa species included in Appendix II shall
require the prior grant and presentation of a re-export certificate. A
re-export certificate shall only be granted when the following conditions have
been met:

(a) a Management Authority of the State of re-export issatis
fi~d. that the specimen was imported into that State in accordance
with the provisions of the present 'Convention; and

tb) a Management Authority of the State of re-export is satis
fied that any living specimen will be so prepared and shipped as to
minimize the risk of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment.

6. The introduction from the sea of any specimen of a species included in
Appendix II shall require the prior grant of a 'certificate from a Management
Authority of' the State of introduction. A certificate shall only be granted
when the following conditions have been met:

(a) a Scientitic Authority of the State of introduction
advises that .the introduction will not be detrimental to the
survival of the species involved; and

(b) a Management Authority of the State of introduction is
satisfied that any living specimen will be so handled as to minimize
the risk of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment.

7~ Certificates referred to in paragraph 6 of this Article may be granted on
th~ advice of'a Scientific Authority in consultation with other national
scientific authorities or, when appropriate, international scientific
authorities, in respect of periods not exceeding one year for total numbers of
specimens to be introduced in such periods.
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Article V

Regulation of Trade in Specimens
of Species included in Appendix III

1. All trade in speciJIlens of species included in Appendix III shall be in
accordance with the provisions of this Article.

2. The export of any speciJIlen of a species included in Appendix III from any
State which has included that species in Appendix III shall require the prior
grant and presentation of an export permit. An export p'ermit shall only be
granted when the following conditions have been met:

(a) a Management Authority of the State of export is satisfied
that the specimen was not obtained in contravention of the laws of the
State for the protection of fauna and nora; and

(b) a Management Authority of the State of ~xpor~ is satisfied
that any living specimen will be so prepared and shipped as to miniJIlize
the risk of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment.

3. The import of any speciJIlen of a ~pecies included in Appendix III shall
require, except in circumstances to which paragraph 4 of this Article applies,
the prior presentation of a certificate of origin and, where the import is from
a State which has included that species in Appendix III, an export permit.

4. In the case of re-export, a certificate granted by the Management Authority
of the State of re-export that the speciJIlen was processed in that State or is
being re-exported shall be accepted by the State of import as evidence that the
provisions of the present Convention have been complied with in respect of the
specimen concerned.

Article VI

Permits and Certificates

1. Permits and certificates granted under the provisions of Articles III, IV
and V shall be in accordance with the provisions of this Article.

2. An export permit shall contain the information specifIed in the model set
forth in Appendix IV, and may only be used for export within a period of six
months from the date on which it was granted.

3. Each permit or certificate shall contain the title of the present
Convention, the name and any identifying stamp of the Management Authority
granting it and a control number assigned by the Management Authority.
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4. Any copies of a pennit or certificate issued by a Management Authority shall
be clearly marked as copies only and no such copy may be used in place of the
original, except to the extent endorsed thereon.

5.A separate permit or certificate shall be required for each consignment of
specimens•.

6. . A Management Auth9rtty of the state of import of any specimen shall cancel
and retain :ihe export pennit or re-export certificate and any corresponding
import ~er.mit presented in respect of the import of that specimen.

7. Where appropriate and feasible a Management Authority may affix a mark
upon any specimen to assist in identifying the specimen. For these purposes '
"mark~ means any indelible impr~t, lead seal or other suitable means of
identifying a specimen, designed in such a way as to render its imitation by
unauthorized persons as difficult as possible.

Article VII

Elcemptions and Other· Special .
Provisions relating to Trade

1. The provisions of Articles III, IV and V shall not apply to the transit or
trans-shipment of specimens through or'in the territorY of' a Party while the
specimens remain in Customs control.

2. Where a~agement Authority of the State of export or re-eXPQrt is satis
fied that a specimen was acquired before the provisions of the present Convention
applied to that specimen, the provisions of Articles III, IV and V shall not
apply to that specimen where the Management Autholt'ity issues' a certificate to
that effect. .

3. The provisions of Articles III, IV and V shall not apply to specimens that
are personal or household effects. This e~emption shall not apply where:

(a) in the case of specimens of a species included in Appendix I,
the,y were acquired by the owner outside his State of usual residence,
and are being imported into that State; or

(b) in the case of specimens of species included in Appendix II:

(i) they were acquired by the owner outside his State
of usual residence and in a State where removal
from the wild occurred;

(ii) they are being imported into the owner's State of
usual residence; and

(iii) the State where removal from the wild occurred
requires the prior grant of export permits before
any export of such specimens;
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unless a Management Authority is satisfied that the specimens were acquired
before the provisions of the present Convention applied to such specimens.

4. Specimens of an animal species included in Appendix I bred in captivity £or
commercial purposes, or of a plant. species included in AppendiX I artificially
propagated for commercial purposes, shall be deemed to be,specimens of species
included'iIi Appendix II. .

5. Where a Management Authority of the state of export is satisfied that ~
specimen of an animal species was bred in captivity or any specimen of a plant
species was artificially propagated or is a part of such an animal or plant or
was derived therefrom, a certificate by that Management Authority to that
effect shall be accepted in lieu of any of the penmits or certificates required
under the provisions of Articles III, IV or V.

6. ' The provisions of Articles III, IV and V shall not apply to the non
commercial loan, donation or exchange between scientists or scientific institu
tions registered by a Management Authority of their state, of herbarium
specimens, other preserved, dried or embedded museum specimens, and live plant
material ,which ca~ a label issued or approved by a Management Authority.

7. A Management Authority 'of any State may waive the requirements of Articles
III, IV and V and 'ailow the movement 'without pe:ani.ts or certificates of speci
mens which form part of a travelling zoo, circus, managerie, plant exhibition or
other travelling exhibition provided that:

(a) the exporter or importer registers full details of' such
spec;i..mens with that Management Authority;

(b) the specimens are in either of the categories specified
in paragraphs 2 or -,5 of this Article; and

(c) the Management Authority is satisfied that any living
specimen will be so transported and cared for as to minimize the
risk of injury, damage to heal th or cruel treatment.

Article VIII

Measures to be taken by the Parties

1. The Parties shall take appropriate measures to enforce the provisions of
the present Convention and to prohibit trade in specimens in violation thereof.
These shall include measures:

(a)
or both;

to penalize trade in, or possession of, such specimens,
and

(b) to provide for the confiscation or return to the State of
export of such specimens.
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2. In addition to the measures taken under paragraph I of this Article, a
Party may,when it deems it necessary, provide for any, method of internal
reiJnbursement for expenses incurred as a result of the confiscation of a
specimen traded in violation of the measures taken iri the application of the
p~Yisions of the present Convention.

, ,

3.:," As far as possible, the Parties shall ens'Clre that specimenS shall pass
through any formalities required for trade with a minimum of delay. To
facilitate such, passage, a Party may -designate ports of 'exit and ports of
entry at which specimens must be presented for ,clearance. The Parties shall
ensure further ,that all living specimens, during any' period of transit"
holding or shipment, are properly cared for so as to minimize the risk of
irijury, damage, to heal th or cruel treatment. ','

4~ Where a living specimen is confiscated as a result,. of measures referred
to in paragraph 1 of this Article:

(a)' the specim~nshallbe entrusted to aJ:1anagement,Authqrity
of the State of confiscation;

(b) the ~~gement Authority shall', after consultation with
the State of export, 'return the specimen to that State at the expense
of that State, or to a rescue centre or such other place as the,
Management Authority deems appropriate and consistent with the .pu.~
pose~of the present Convention; , and

( c) the Management Authority may obtain the advice of a
Scientific Authority, or may, whenever it considers it desirable,
consult the Secretariat in order to facilitate the decision under
subparagraph (b) of this paragraph, including the choice of a'
rescue centre or other place.

5. A rescue centre as referred to in paragraph 4 of this Article means an
institution designated by a Management Authority to look after the welfare of
living specimeps, particularly those that have ,been confiscated.

6. Each Party shall maintain records of trade in specimens of species included
in Appendices I, n and III which shall cover:

(a) the names and addresses of exporters and importers; and

(b) the number and type of permits and certificates granted;
the States with which such trade occurred; the numbers or quantities
and types of specimens, names of species as included in Appendices I,
II and III and, where applicable, the size and sex of the specimens
in question.

7. Each Party shall prepare periodic reports on its implementation of the
present Convention and shall transmit to the Secretariat: '
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(a) an annual report containing a summary of the information
specified in sub-paragraph (b) of paragraph 6 of this Article; and

(b) a biennial report on legislative, regulatory and adminis
trative measures taken to enforce the provisions of the present
Convention.

8. The information referred to in paragraph 70f this Article shall be
available to the public where this is not inconsistent with the law of .the
Party concerned.

Article IX

Management and Scientific Authorities

1.9 Each Party shall designate for the purpose of the present Convention:

(a) one or more Management Authorities competent to grant
permits or certificates on behalf of that Party; and

(b) one or more Scientific Autho~·ities.

2. A State depositing an instrument of ratification, acceptance, ~pproval or
acc~ssion shall at iihat time. inform the Depository Government of the name and
address of the Management Authority authorized to communicate with other
Parties and with the Secretariat.

3. Any changes in the designations.or authorizations under the provisions of
this Article shall be communicated by the Party concerned to the Secretariat
for transmission to all other Parties.

4. Any Management Authority referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article shall,
if so requested by the Secretariat or the Management Authority of another
Party, communicate-to it impression of stamps, seals or other devices used to
authenticate permits or certificates.

Article X

Trade with States not Party to the Convention

Where export or re-export is to, or import is from, a State not a party to
the present Convention, comparable documentation issued by the competent
authorities in that state which substantially conforms with the requirements of
the present Convention for permits and certificates may be accepted in lieu
thereof by any Party.
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Article XI

Conference of the Parties

1. The Secretariat shall call a meeting of the Conference of the Parties not
later than two years after the entry into force of the present Convention~

2. Thereafter the Secretariat shall convene regular meetings at least once
every two years, unless the Conference decides otherwise, and extraordinary
meetings at any time on the written request of at leqst one-third of the
Parties.

3. At meetings, wl.~8ther regular oX-extraordinary, the Parties shall review
the implementation of the present Convention and may:

(a) . make such provision as may be necessary to enable the
Secretariat to carry out its duties;

(b) consider and adopt amendments to Appendices I and II in
accordance with Article XV;

(c) review the progress: made towards the restoration and
conservation of the species included in Appendices I, II and III;.

(d) receive and consider any reports presented by the Secretariat
or by any Party; and

(e) where appropriate, make recommendations for improving the
effectiveness of th~ present Convention.

4. At each regular meeting, the Parties may determine the time and venue of
the next regular meeting to be held in accordance with the provisions of para
graph 2 of this Article.

5. At any meeting, the Parties maydeteTImine and adopt rules of procedures
for the meeting.

6. The United Nations, its Specialized Agencies and the International Atomic
Energy Agency, as well as any State not a Party to the present Convention, may
be represented at meetings of the Conference by observers, who shall have the
right to participate but not to vote.

7. Any body or agency technically qualified in protection, conservation or
management of wild fauna and flora, in the following categories, ·which has
infonmed the Secretariat of its desire to be represented at meetings of the
Conference by observers, shall be admitted unless at least one-third of the
Parties present object:

(a) international agencies or bodies, either governmental or
non-governmental, and national goverr~cntal agencies and bodies; and
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(b) national non-governmental agencies or bodies which have
been approved for this purpose by the state in which they are located.

Once admitted, these observers shall have the right to participate but not
to vote.

Article XII

The Secretariat

1. Upon entry into force of the present Convention, a Secretariat shall be
provided by the Erecutive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme.
To the extent and in the manner he considers appropriate, he may be assisted by
suitable inter-governmental or non-govenunental, international or national
agencies and bodies technically qualified in protection, conservation and
management of wild fauna and nora.

2. The functions of the Secretariat shall be:

(a) to arrange for and service meetings of the Parties;

(b) to perfonn the functions entrusted to it under the
provisions of Articles rv and m of the present Convention;

(c) to undertake scientific and technical studies in
accordance with progra~es authorized by the Conference of the
Parties as will contribute to the implementation of the present'
Convention, including studies concerning standards for appro- '
priate preparation and shipment of living specimens and the means
of identifying specimens;

.(d) to study the reports of Parties and to request from
Part1es such further infonnation with respect thereto as it
deems necessary to ensure implementation of the present Convention;

(e) to invite the attention of the Parties to any matter
pertaining to the aims of the present Convention;

(f) to publish periodically and distribute to the Parties
~urrent ~ditio~ of. Appendices I, II and III together with any
1nforma~10n.which w111 facilitate ident5£ication of specimens
of spec1es 1ncluded in those Appendices;

(g) t~ prepare annual reports to the Parties on its work
and on the llnplementation of the present Convention and such
other reports as meetings of the P t"ar J.es may request;

(h) to make recommendatio ft. "
ai.r::s and provisions of th ns or he J.mplementatJ.on of the
exchange of info t" e pres~nt Convention, including the

rma 10n of a sCl-entific or technical nature;
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(i) to perform any other function as may be entrusted to
it by the Parties.

Article XIII

International Measures

1. When the Secretariat, in the light of information received, is satisfied
that any species included in Appendices I or II is beJ,ng affected adversely
by trade in specimens of that species or that the provisions of the present
Convention are not being effectively implemented, it shall communi~te such
information to the authorized Management Authority of the Party or Parties
concemed.

2. When any Party receives a cOlllIlIUIli.cation as indicated in paragraph 1 of
this Article, it shall, as soon as possible, inform the Secretariat of any
relevant facts insofar as its laws permit and where appropriate propose
remedial action. Where the Party considers that an inquiry is desirable,
such inquiry may be carried out by one or more persons expressly authorized
by the· Party. .

3. The information provided by the Party or resulting from any inquiry as
specified in paragraph 2 ofthis Article shall be reviewed by the next Conference
of the Parties, which may make whatever recommendations it deems appropriate.

Article XIV

Effect on Domestic Legislation and International
Conventions·

1. The proVJ.s+ons of the present Convention shall in no way affect the right
of Parties to adopt:

(a) stricte~ domestic measures regarding the conditions for
trade, taking possession or transport of specimens of species
included in Appendices I, II and III, or the complete prohibition
thereof; or .

(b) domestic measures restricting or prohibiting trade, taking
possession, or transport of species not included in Appendices I, II
or III.

2. The provisions of the present Convention shall in no way affect the
provisions of any domestic measures or the obligations of Parties derivir..g
from any treaty, convention or intemational agreement relating to other
aspects of trade, taking possession, or transport of specimens which is in
force or subsequently may enter into force for any Party including any measure
pertaining to the Customs, public health, veterinary or plant quarantine fields.
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3. The prov~s~ons of the present Convention shall in no way affect the
provisions of, or the obligations deriving from, any treaty, convention or
international agreement concluded or which may be concluded between states
creating a union or regional trade agreement establishing or maintaining a
common external customs control and removing customs control between the parties
thereto insofar as they relate to trade among the state members of that union
agreement.

4.A State party to the present Convention, which i£ also a party to any
other treaty, convention or international agreement which is in force at the
time of the coming into force of the present .convention 'and under the provisions
of which protection is afforded to marine species included in Appendix II, shall
be relieved of the obligation imposed on it under the provisions of the present
Convention with respect to trade in specimens of species included in Appendix
II that are taken by ships registered in that State and in accordance with the
provisions of such other treaty, convention or international agreement.

5. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles III, IV and V, any export of a
specimen taken in accordance with paragraph 4 of this Article shall only
require a certificate from a Mariagement Authority of the State of introduction
to the effect that the specimen was taken in accordance with the provisions of
the other treaty, convention or international agreement in question.

6. Nothing in the present Convention shall prejudice the codification and
development of the law of the sea by the United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea convened pursuant to Resolution 2150 C(XXV) of the General Assembly
of the United Nations nor the present or future claims and legal views of any
State conceming the law of the sea and the nature and extent of coastal and
£lag State jurisdiction.

Article X!v

Amendments to Appendices I and II

1. The following provisions shall apply in relation to amendments to
A:pp~ndices I and II at me'etings of the Conference of the Parties:

(a) Any Party may propose an amendment to Appendi:lc I or II for
consideration at the next meeting. The text of the proposed amendment
shall be communicated to the Secretariat at least 150 days before the
meeting. The Secretariat shall consult the other Parties and interested
bodies·on the amendment in accordance with the provisions of sub
paragraph (b) and (c) or paragraph 2 of this Article and shall communi
cate the response to all Parties not later than 30 days before the
meeting.
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(b) Amendments shall be adopted by a two-third majority of
Parties present and voting. For these purposes "Parties. present
and voting" means Parties present and casting an' affirmative or
negative vote. Parties abstaining from voting shall not be counted
among the two-thirds required for adopting an amendment~

(c) Amendments adopted at a meeting shall enter into force 90
days after that meeting for all Parties except those which make a
reservation in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article.

2. The follow.tng provisions shall apply in relation to amendments to
Appendices I and II between meetings of the Conference of the Parties:

(a) Any Party may propose an amendment to Appendix I or II
for consideration between meetings by the postal procedures set
fort~_=!-n this paragraph.

(b) For·marine species, the Secretariat, shall, upon rece~v~ng
the text of the proposed amendment, immediately communicate it to the
Parties. It shall also consult inter-governmental bodies having a
function in relation to those species especially with a view to obtain
ing scientific data these bodies may be able to provide and to
ensuring coordination with any conservation measures enforced by such
bodies. The Secretariat shall communicate the views expressed and
data provided by these bodies and its oWn findings and recommendations
to the Parties as soon as possible.

(c) For species other than marine species, the Secretariat shall,
upon receiving the text of the proposed amendment, immediately communi
cate"it to the Parties and, as Sobn as possible thereafter, its own
recommendations.

(d) Any Party may, within 60 days of the date on which the
Secretariat communicated its recommendations to the Parties under
sUb~paragraphs (b) and (c) of this paragraph, transmit to the Secret
ariat any comments on the proposed amendment together with any relevant
scientific data and information.

(e) The Secretariat shall communicate the replies received
together with its own recommendations to the Parties as soon as
possible.

(f) If no objection to the proposed amendment is received by
the Secretariat within 30 days of the date the replies and recommenda
tions were communicated under the provisions of sub-paragraph (e) of
this paragraph, the amendment shall enter into force 90 days later
for all Parties except those which make a reservation in accordance
with paragraph 3 of this Article.

(g) If an objection "by any Party is received by the Secretariat,
the proposed amendment shall be submitted to a postal vote in accordance
with the provisions of sub-paragraphs (h), (i) and (j) of this paragraph.
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(h) The Secretariat shall notify the Parties that notification
of objection has been received.

(i) Unless the Secretariat receives the votes for, against or
in abstention from at least one-half of the Parties within 60 days
of the date of notification unqer sub-paragraph (h) of this para
graph, the proposed amendment shall be referred to the next meeting
of the Conference for further consideration.

(j) Provided that votes are received from one-half of the
Parties, the amendment shall be adopted by a two-thirds'majority
of Parties casting an affirmative or negative vote.

(k) The Secretariat shall notify all Parties of the result
of the vote.

(1) If the proposed amendment is adopted it shall enter into
force 90 days after the date of the notification by the Secretariat
of its acceptance for all Parties except those which make a reser
vation in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article.

3. During the period of 90 days provided for by sub-paragraph (c) of paragraph
1 or sub-paragraph (1) of paragraph 2' of this Article any Party by notification
in writing to the Depositary Government may make a reservation with respect to
the amendment. Until such reservation is withdrawn the Party shall be treated
as a State not a Party to the present Convention with respect to trade in the
species concerned.

Article XVI

Appendix III and Amentments thereto

1. .Any party may at any time submit to the Secretariat a list of species
which it identifies as being subject to regulation within its jurisdiction for
the purpose mentioned in paragraph 3 of Article II. Appendix III shall include
the names of the Parties submitting the species for inclusion therein, the
scientific names of the species so submitted, and any parts or derivatives of
the animals or plants concerned that are specified in relation to the species
for the purposes of sub-paragraph (b) of Article 1.

2. Each list submitted under the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article
shall be communicated to the 'Parties by the Secretariat as soon as possible
after receiving it. The list shall take effect as part of Appendix III 90 days
after the date of such communication. At any time after the communication of
such a list, any Party may by notification in writing to the Depositary
Government enter a reservation with respect to any species or any parts or
derivatives, and until such reservation is withdrawn, the State shall be
treated as a State not a Party to the present Convention with respect to trade
in the species or part or derivative concerned.

I . ..
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3. A Party which has submitted a species for inclusions in Appendix III may
withdraw it at any time by notification to the Secretariat which shall communi
cate ~he withdrawal to all Parties. The withdrawal shall take effect 30 days
after the date of such communication.

4. Any Party submitting a list under the prov~s~ons of paragraph 1 of this
Article shall submit to the Secretariat a copy of all domestic laws and regula
tions applicable to the protection of such species, together with any.inter
pretations which the Party may deem appropriate or the Secretariat may request.
The Party shall, for as long as the species in question is included in
Appendix III, submit any amendment of such laws and regulations or any new
interpretations as they are adopted.

Article XVII

Amendment of the Convention

1. An extraordinary meeting of the Conference of the Parties shall be
convened by the Secretariat on the written request of at least one-third of
the Parties to consider and adopt amendments to the present Convention. Such
amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of Parties present and
voting. For these purposes "Parties present and voting" means Parties
present and casting an affirmative or negative vote. Parties abstaining from
voting shall not be counted among the two-thirds required for adopting an
amendment.

2. The text of any proposed amendment shall be communicated by the Secretariat
to all Parties at least 90 days before the meeting.

3. An amendment shall enter into force for the Parties which have accepted it
60 days after two-thirds of the Parties have deposited an instrument of
acceptance of the amendment with the Depositary Government. Thereafter, the
amendment shall enter into force for any other Party 60 days after that Part,y
deposits its instrument of acceptance of the amendment.

Article XVIII

Resolution of Disputes

1. Any dispute which may arise between two or more Parties with respect to
the interpretation or application of the provisions of the present Convention
shall be subject to negotiation between the Parties involved in the dispute.

2. If the dispute cannot be resolved in accordance with paragraph 1 of tlus
Article, the Parties may, by mutual consent, submit the dispute to arbitration,
in particular that of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague and the
Parties submitting the dispute shall be bound by the arbitral decision.
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Article XIX

Signature

The present Convention shall be open for signature at Washington until
30 April 1973 and thereafter at Berne until 31 December 1974.

Article XX

Ratification, Acceptance, Approval

The present Convention shall be subject to ratification, acceptance or
approval. Instruments of ratification, acceptance or approval shall be
deposited with the Government of the Swiss Confederation which shall be the
Depositar,y Government.

Article XXI

Accession

The present Convention shall be open indefinitely for accession.
Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Depositar,y Government.

Article XXII

Entry into Force

1. The present Convention shall enter into force 90 days after the date of
deposit of the tenth instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession, with the Depositary Government.

2. For each State which ratifies, accepts or approves the present Convention
o~ accedes thereto after the deposit of the tenth instrument of ratification,
acceptance, approval or accession, the present Convention shall enter into
force 90 days after the deposit by such State of its; .instrument of ratifica
tion, acceptance, approval or accession.

Artic1 e XXIII

Reservations

1. The prov1s10ns of the present Convention shall not be subject to general
reservations. Specific reservations may be entered in accordance with the
provisions of this Article and Articles XV and XVI.

I . ..
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2. Any state may, on depositing its instrument of ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession, enter a specifiO reservation with regard to:

(a)

(b)
species

any species included in Appendix I, II or III; or

any parts or derivatives specified in relation to
included in Appendix III.

3. Until a Party withdraws its reservation entered under the provisions of
this Article, it shall be treated as a State not a Party to the present
Convention with respect to trade in the particular species or parts or
derivatives specified in such reservation.

Article XXIV

Denunciation

Any Party may denounce the present Convention by written notification to
the Depositary Government at any time. The denunciation shall take effect
twelve months after the Depositary Government has received the notification.

Article xrv

Depositary

1. The original of the present Convention, in the Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish languages, each version being equally authentic,. shall be
deposited with the Depositary Government which shall transmit certified copies
thereof to all States that have signed it or deposited instruments of accession
to it.

2. The Deposita:ry Government shall inform all signato:ry and acceding States
and the Secretariat of signatures, deposit of instruments of ratification,
acceptance, approval or accession, entry into force of the present Convention,
amendments thereto, entry and withdrawal of reservations and notifications of
denunciation.

3. As soon as the present Convention enters into force, a certified copy
thereof shall be transmitted by the Depositary Government to the Secretariat
of the United Nations for registration and publication in accordance with
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, being duly authorised
to that effect have signed the present Convention.

Done at Washington this third day of March, One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Seventy-three.

/ ...



ANNEX III

A. THE COLlJiXlE OF' Al''RICAN WILDLH'E MANAGEMENT AT i1WEY.A: CURRICUlA

(a) First Year Curriculum (Certificate)

1. CLASSROOM WORK

Na tum1 History

Natural Resources

General introduction; concepts, wildlife as a resource 2
Land use; plarming and influencing factors 12
Range:

Introduction and defini tion 4
Use 24
Condi tion and trends 20

Geology, Meteorology (evolution) 17
Soils and wa ter 20
General ecolocy 20
Resource utilization:

Ways of utilizing wildlife resource 1
Principles and methods of wildlife management 20
Sport hunting 20
Control hunting 15
Capture and live animal trade 10
Game bird management ~

lli

Classification of animal kingdom; taxomony
General zoology of mammals
Natural history of:

Rodents, Ungulates, Perissodactyls, Pigs, Hippo, etc.
Bovids
Birds
Carnivores, incl. predation
Amphibians and reptiles, especially snakes,
crocodiles
Primates
Ecto/endo-parasites; disease
Marine and freshwa ter life

Classification of plant kingdom; taxomony
Range plants and types, general botany
Graminae
Species identification
Collecting, preservation and herbarium
General science review

9
20

18
40
20
40

17
20
25
10

8
28

4
14

6
20

299

Source:

FAO, FO:/URT/70/530. Appendix 9 of the Terminal Report. Now under
review.

I ...



Management Skills

Weapon training
Ballistics
Maps, compa ss
Wildlife legislation; international and national
Na tiona 1 Park legisla tion
Court procedure
Planning, interpretation, public relations
Vehicle mechanics
Field engineering
Finance, estimates, accounts
Office routine, correspondence, reports
Stores, indents, issues, control
Man management -
TaXidermy
First aid

Total classroom hours

2. SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING

External lecturers:
'rourism, national and international
Animal health and disease
Various visiting specialists

Special demonstrations, court visits, etc.
Physical education
Contingencies underestimation of hours required, etc.

Final total

3. FIELD WORK

Field work in all subjects (including travel)

(b) SECOND YEAR CURRICULUM (Diploma)

1. CLA.SSROM WORK
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Hours

34
15
14
25
5

12
74
20
26
15
15
12

8
8

-ll
~

807

8
8

20
30
50
60

176

ill

600

Na tural History

General zoology of mammals 15
Na tural history of:

Rodents, perissodactyls, probosoids, insectivores, bats, etc. 13
Bovids 20
Carnivores 20

Animal behaviour, ethology 12
Food habits of herbivores 2
Changes in African wildlife popula tions since 1850 1
Plant and animal physiology 70



Energetics
Ecology
Ecology seminars (including prepara tion)
Marine and freshwater life

Na tura1 Resources

Management of:
Range
Soils and wa ter
Forestr,y and related resources
Game birds
Wild animals in captivity

Wildlife harvesting
Wildlife as a consumer item
Trophy utilization (especially ivor,y)
Special control considerations
Tourism
Domestica tion of fur-bearing animals
Special management problems:

Elephant
Hippo

Special management techniques:
Census methods
Aging
Immobilizing drugs
Use of aircraft
Use of radio
Photography

Interpretation and planning, National Park Philosophy

Management Skils
Surveying
Ballistics
Driving
law and Legisla tion
Finance
Office routine
First aid
Sta tistics

Total

2. SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING
External lecturers
Special demonstrations
Practical projects in working area
Physical educ~tion

Contingencies

Final total
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1
16
36
10

"216

44
40
5

40
2

25
2
1
1
4
1

3
1

22
6
1
2
2
6

100
308

30
20
40
20

8
8

12
-.2.Q
168

.§2.?

20
40

150
50

-.22
290

2.fg
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FIELD WORK

Field work in all subjects (including travel)
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Hours

600

(c) CONDITIONS FOR THE AWARD OF POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS

1 • . THE CANDIDATE SHALL:

a) hold a degree in natural science subjects from a recognized
universi ty;

b) complete not less than one full year at the College of
African Wildlife Management;

c) make an effective contribution to the classroom and field
instructional programme to the satisfaction of the College
Academic Authority;

d) submi. t. d issC'rtl'l !.ions which satisfy the College Academic
Authori ty on:

i) a subject set by the College Academic Authori ty, and

H) a subject of his oWn choosing related to wildlife
problems studied during his course.

2. PROPOSED POSTGRADUATE COURSE OUTLINE

a) A postgradua te student must a ttain a certain degree of pro
ficiency in the following specified topics:

Ballistics and weapon-training.
Field engineering i) elementary surveying

ii) road construction
Hi) plant and machinery maintenance
iv) use of light aircraft

Wildlife management
as i) census techniques

ii) control
i~i) age determination
1V) postmortem technique

Planning and management of wildlife I'lrel'ls.

b) The student must attend field training as directed.

c) Evaluation of performance will be by

i) a theory and pra cti ca1 examina tion
on the specified subjects

ii) the submission of two disserta
tions on subjects of which one
will be selected by the College,
the other will be of the student's
own choosing.

I ...
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B.:< GAROUA SCHOOL CURRICULA

'1. Diploma Course

THEORY

Biology
Veterinary subjects
Ecology
Planning of na tiona1 parks
Wildlife econo~
Firearms
Engineering
.Civil engineering
Administra tion and legisla tion
Management of the habi ta t (ecolocy of
bush fires, elementary botany, pasture
management, plant identification)
Ma nagement techniques (census taking,
reaction of animals to the environment,
management of national parks and hunting
areas)

Hours

67
90
90
12
38
15
54
54
30
90

90

Total

2. PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION (school and laboratory)

Biology . 58
Veterinary techniques (practical applications) 30
Practical: work and mechmcai engineering 78
Firing practice 45
Management techniques (de.terlilina tion of age from jawbones) 6
Management of the habitat (collection of botanical 10
specimens, permanent plots)

3.

Total

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION]}(l.n na tional parks and reserves)

277

Introduction to national parks and ..p.ldlife reserves 15
Introduction to the fauna 18
Introduction to the flora 12
Biology (observa tion of young buffalo, giraffes and birds) 15
Ecology . .. 16
Immobiliza tion denionstra tion 5
Problems concerriingelephants 3
Civil engineering 15
Pasturage management (condition, evolutionary trends of 38
vegeta tion)
Management techniques (census taking) 32

]} Excluding l.J'8vcl time, seLLing up c.<3mps, etc.
One day is calcul;'! I.ed as 8 hours.



Topogra phy .
Hunting
Miscellaneous

Total

4. MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUCTION

Techniques of oral written expressipn
Sport
Lectures and films

Total

GRAND TarAL

Cel'lifica te Course

1. THEORY
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8
35
20

332

3:>
75
3°

140

1229

Biology 56
Veterinary subjects 72
Ecology 100
Wildlife econo~ 15
Firearms 30
Mechanica 1 engineering 42
Civil engineering 54
Administration and legislation 22
Management of the habitat (elementary boumy, ecology 60
of bushfires, pasturage management)
Management techniques (census taking, development of 80
national parks and huntinga rea s)

Total 531

2. PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION (school and laboratory)

Biology. 76
Veterinary techniques (practical applications) 41
Firing practice 69
Practical mechanical engineering work 78
Management techniques (determina tion of age from jawbones) 6
Management of the habitat (collection of botanical 20
specimens, plant identification, permanent plots)

Total 290



PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIO~ (in na tiona 1 parks and reserves)

Introduction to M tiona 1 parks and wildlife reserves
Introduction to the fauna
Introduction to the flo~

Biology
Ecology
Problems concerning elephants
Immobilization demonstration
Pasturage mRnagement (condition, evolutionRr,y trends
of vegeta tion)
Management techniques (census taking, etc.)
Topog:rnphy
Civil engineering
Hunting
Miscellaneous

Total

4. MISCELLANEOUS INSTRUCTION

Techniques of oral and written expression
Sport
Lectures and films

Total

GRAND TOTAL

]} One day is c~ lcula ted as 8 hours.
Excluding travel time, setting up camps, etc.
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1,
18
12
15
16
3
5

34

53
8

21
30
20

250

35
75
30

140

1211



ANNEX IV

SECOND ·INTER~COUNTRY PROGRAMMES FOR AFRICA 1977-81 July 1975

rIT1E:

PARTICIPATING
COUNTRIES:

LOCATION:

DURATION:

UNDP
CONTRIBUTION:

College of African Wi:ldlifeManagement, Mweka

All Anglophone countries of the region

Mweka, Ta nza nia

Two years

$238,000

1. BACKGROUND AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION

a) Justifica tion for the Project

The College of African Wildlife Management began training medium
level personnel sponsored by wildlife and national organizations with
bilateral assistance in 1963. Since its inception, it has admitted stu
dents from other ~nglophone countries of Africa to its courses and by
1976 over 660 Candidates will have qualified for certificate, diploma
or post-graduate'diplomas of the College. Of this total, almost 60 per
cent were non-Tanzanians and over 25 per cent came from countries outside
East Africa. These included Botswana~ Zambia, Malawi, Sudan, Ethiopia,
Somalia, Cameroon, Nigeria, Ghana, Liberia and Sierra Leone. Some 85-90
per cent of ,those who qualified are still working in the field for which
they·were trai~ed.

There is a continuing demand for the training offered by the College
and invariably this leads to fewer places at each intake, being allocated
to the various sponsoring organiza tions, than had been reques fed.

The international flavour of the College is also reflected in the
composition of its Governing Body. Following the enactment of the College
of African Wildlife Management (Amendment) Act 1974, by the Government of
Tanzania, the re-constituted Governing Body now consists of members from
Tanzania (Chairman and 3), KenyA (3), U~anda (2), Zambia (1), Nigeria (1),
OAU (1), EAC (1), UNDP/FAO (1), A~ (1), and IUCNjwwF (1).

UNDP/FAOassistance to the College commenced in 1965 with a country
project which was designed to strengthen the institution. During 1974 the
structure of the various courses offered by the College'was improved and
further assistance was requested at the country level to help with their
implementation. However, the major constraint to transforming the College
into an insti tution independent of interna tiona 1 assistance has been tha t,
in spite of the inter-country role it plays, Tanzania alone has been
responsible for the provision of the entire counterpart contribution.
In particular, all counterpart staff are Tanzanian and the only cash
subscription is provided by the Government of Tanzania. The establishment
of a Regional UNDP/FAO project would go a long way towards overcoming

/ ...
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this difficulty.by providing teaching staff and .curriculum development
and involving the other major African consumer countries in this. It is
noteworthy that the Ecole pour la formation de specialistes de la faune,
Cameroun, the Colle~e's francophone counterpart ,is now a regional
project (RAF/74/056).

b) InstitutiDnal framework:

c) Government follow-up:

d) Future UNDP assistance: To be determined

II . OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

-a) Long-range Objectives: To develop and maintain viabletI'Pining
programmes which meet international standards, to serve the medium level
training needs of African Wildlife and Na tional Pa rk resource management
organiza tions. .

b) Intermediate Objectives:

to assist the J'rincipal and Staff in the systematic development
of the College curricula;

to prepare tea chirig materials for subject matter dealt with and
field exercises and consolida te experience gained at the
College for the benefit of staff and students;

to assist with the provision of teaching services and co-opera
tion with counterpart s·taff ip. developing their teaching capabi-
lity; .

~ to explore in co-operation with the ~ncipal,. mechanisms for
involving experienced persolUlel from other African countries
in the training programmes.

III. UNDP-Contribution

Project Personnei

Experts

Wildlife Management Specialist
Wildlife Utilization Specialist
Consultants

sub-total

Training

1977 ~- 1981

m/m $

24 72,000
24 72,000

6 18,000

162,000

Fellowships

Wildlife Management
sub-total

36 33,000
195,000

I



Equipment

Expendable equipment
Non-expendable equipment

Miscellaneous Component

Publica tions

Annex IV
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mjm $

13,000
10,000

sub-total 218,000

20,000

UNDP TOTAL Contribution



ANNEX V

A. PROVISIONAL LIST OF MAIN NATIONAL PARKS AN]) GAME RESERVES OR NATURE
SANCTUARIES.IN. 15 SE~C~EDAFRICAN.COUNrRIE.$

1.]otswana

Ha s three na tiona1 Fa rks :

- Gemsbok Na tional Park (1967) (1971)
- Chobe National Park (1968)
..: Nxai Pan Na tional Park (1970)

There are also several game reserves and sanctuaries:

- Makgadikgadi Pans Game Reserve
- Mabusaseh'tbe and Khutse Game Reserves
~ Central :Kalahari Game Reserve
- MoremiWiidlifeRes~rve
... Nua·ne Dam· Game Reserve
... MogobaJ:;l~ .~nd Bathoen Dam (bird sanctuaries)
- Maun Game Reserve

2. United Republic of Cameroon

Has five national parks:

- Kalamalone Na tional Park
~ Waza Na tional Park
- Bouba N'Djiddah Na tiona1 Park
- Benoue Na tiona 1 Pa rk
~MozokoGokoroNational Park

'Phere:are,also eight other game reserves including:

- Faro Forest and Faunal Reserve
- Kimbi River Game Reserve

3.. Eth~o:pia

(a) Has two gazetted national Perks:

Area.-
25,000 sq. mls.

2,000 " "

5,000 " "
1,500 " "

4,500 ha
170,000 ha
220,000 ha
180,000 ha

1,400 hci

330,000 ha
5,012 ha

- Tl1e Awash Na tiona 1 Park
.- The Simien Mountains Na tional Park

720
150

sq. mls •
" "



(b) But there are seven other national parks as yet
to be established or gazetted:

- The Rift Valley Lakes National Park (proposed)
- Orno National Park (proposed)
"" Mago Na tional Pa rk (proposed)
- Nachisar National Park (proposed)
- Bal~ Mountain National Park (proposed)
- TIanakil National Park (proposed)
- TIahlac Marine (five islands) Na tiona 1 Park

(proposed). There are many wildlife sanc
tuaries and reserves, such as:

Armex V
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Area

650 sq. mls.
3,450 " "
2,200 " "

7bO II "
300 " "

3,000 " "

- Harra r Wildlife Sanctuary 6,000 " "
- Yabello Wildlife Sanctuary 1,200 " "
- Gambe11a Conserva tion Jirea (national park) 10,800 " "
- Mago Wildlife Reserve 3,400 " II

- Stefanie Wildlife Reserve .4,500 .i "
- Bale Wildlife Reserve 2,100 " "

4. Ghana

There are now four na tiona 1 parks and six game
reserves and wildlife sanctuaries, with a further
threy proposed:

National Parks:

- Mole National Park (1961)
- Bui National Park (1971)
- TIigya Na tiona 1 Pa rk (1971)
- BiaNational Park (1974)

Game Reserves

- Gbele Game Production Reserve (1975)
- Shai Hills Game Production Reserve (1971)
- Kalakpa Game Production Reserve (1975)
- Kogyae Strict Na ture Reserve (1971)
- <Mabi Wildlife Sanctuary (1971)
- Bomfobiri Wildlife Sanctuary (1975)

Proposed Game Reserves

466,200 ha
207,253 ha
312,436 ha

30,208 ha

211 sq. mls.
21 " "

125 ." "
125 " "

28 " "
205 " "

- Krokosna
- Boas
- Ankasa

186 sq.mls.

/ ...



5.~

There are 16 na tiona 1
Na tiona 1 Reserves

rks and 1 arne reserves
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- Nairobi Na tiona 1 Park
- 01 Doninyo Sabuk Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Aberdare Na tiona1 Park
- Mount Kenya Na tional Park
- Meru Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- lake Nakuru Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Mount Elgon National Park
- Saiwa Swamp Na tiona 1 Park
- Tsavo National Park (East and West)
- Marsabi t Na tiona 1 Park·
- Shimba Hills Na tiona 1 Park
- Kisite/Mpunguti National Park (Marine)

_ Malindi/Watamu Marine National Park
- Amboseli Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Lambwe Valley Na tiona 1 Park
- Ma sai Mara Game Reserve
.,... Sibiloi Na tiona 1 Park

6. Malawi

Has four National Parks and four G.::>me Reserves:

- Nyika Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Kasungu Na tional Park
- Lengwe Na tiona 1 Park
c, Liwonde Na tiona 1 Parle
- Nkhota Kota Game Reserve
- Vwaza Marsh Game Reserve (proposed)
- Majete Game Reserve
- Mwabvi Game Reserve

7. Mozambique

11,721 ha
1,842 ha

76,619 ha
71,559 ha
87,044 ha

5,763 ha
16,923 ha

192 ha
2,082,144 ha

208,842 ha
19,251 ha

2,301 ha

599 hp
39,206 ha
30,814 ha

167,274 ha
157,085 ha

304,385 ha
220,320 ha
90,720 ha
58,616 ha

174,960 ha
103,680 ha

64,000 ha
25,920 ha

Has four na tiona 1 parks:

- Goronogoza Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Zinave Na tiona 1 Park
- Bahine Na tional Park
- Bazaruto National Park (1971) (Marine)

There are also five game reserves and several zones
of "vigilancia"

2,189

30

sq. mls.

" "



8. Nigeria

There are as yet no fully-developed national parks,
but there are 11 gazetted and 30 proposed game
reserves:

Gazetted Game Reserves

- YankariGame Reserve (1956)
-Borgu Game Reserve
- ZugurumaGame Reserve
- Upper Ogun Game Reserve
- Opera Game Reserve
- Orle River Game Reserve
- Gilli-GilliGame Reserve
-Kwale Game Reserve
- Kwiambana Game Reserve
- Alawa Game Reserve
- Dagidda Game Reserve

Among the proposed conserva tion areas are:

- the lirst Nigerian national park, the Borgu-
Zuguruma Game Reserves which will be merged

- Pandam Wildlife Park
- Pai River Game Reserve
- Ibi Game Reserve

9. Rwanda

Ha s two Na tiona 1 Pa rks :

- Akagera Na tiona 1 Park (1934)
- National Park of the Volcanoes

10. Senegal

Ha s six na tiona1 pa rks :

- Niokolo-Koba Na tional Parks, 1954
- Djoudj (bird sanctuary), 1971
- Base Gasamance (bird sanctuary), 1970
- langue de Barbarie, 1976
- TIes de la Madeleine, 1976
- Sine-Saloum
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Area

2,240 sq. mls.
3,924 " "
1,385 " "
1,100 " "
2,486 " "

5,309 " II

780 " II

2,214 " "
1,560 " "

259,000ha
12,000 ha

826,000 eha
12,000 ha

4,000 ha



144 sq. mls.
480 " "

56 " "

128 " "

12 " "
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Area

n. Sierra Leone

There are no national parks, but a few game reserves are
planned:

- Kl.·limi Game Reserves (proposed)
- Outamba Game Reserve (proposed)
~ Western Area (non-hunting forest reserve) (proposed)
- Kangari Hills (non-hunting forest reserve) (proposed)
- Lorna Mountains (non-hunting forest reserve) (prdposed)
- Tingi Hills (non-hunting forest reserve) (proposed)
- Lake Soufun (bird sanctuary) (proposed)

12. Tanzania

Ha s nine na tiona 1 pa rks, Ngorongoro Conserva tion Area,
and several game reserves:

- Serengoti Na tiona 1 Park
- Lake Manyara National Park
- Arusba Na tiona1 Park
- Kilimanjaro National Park
- Mikumi Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Rusha National Park
- Ka tavi Na tional Park
-Tarangine National Park (1970)
- GombeStream Na tiona 1 Pa rk

There are nine game reserves:

- The Ngorongoro Conservation Area
- Selous Game Reserve
- Mkomazi Game Reserve
- Rungwa Game Reserve
- Ugalla River Game Reserve
- Biha ramulo Game Reserve
- Rumanyike Orugundu Game Reserve
- Rubondo and Sea-Nane Game Reserve(island Zoo

sanctua ries)

1 ,295 ,000 ha
32,000 ha
31,880 ha
75,575 ha

323,000 ha
1,150,000 ha

225,300 ha
261,000 ha
14,800 ha

828,800 ha
5,439,000 ha

1,400 sq.mls.
3,500 " "
1,843 " "

450 " "
300 " "
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13. Uganda

Has three national parks and 13 other protected ;neBS:

- Kaba lega Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Ruwenzori Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Kidepo VBlley Na tiona 1 Park

The Game Reserves include:

- Karuma Game Reserve
- Lake Mburo Game Reserve
- Toro Game Reserve

14. Zambia

Has 18 national parks and 34 game management areas:

- South laungwa Na tional Park
- North laungwa Na tiona 1 Park
- Lukusuzi Na tiona 1 Park
- Luambe Na tiona 1 Park
- Mweru Wantipa Na tiona 1 Park
- Sumbu Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Lusenga Plain National Park
- Isangano NBtional Park
- Lavushi Manda Na tional Park
- Kasanka Na tiona 1 Park
- Ka fue Na tiona 1 Pa rk
- Nyika Nationa 1 Pa rk

.,.. Lochixwar Na tiona 1 Park
- West Lunga Na tiona 1 Park
- Liuwa Plain Na tiona 1 Park
- Sioma Ngevezi Na tiona 1 Park
- Mosi-Oa-Tunya National Park
- Blue lagoon National Park

15. Zaire

Has seven na tional parks:

- The Virunga Na tiona1 Park, Rivu (1934)
- The Garamba National Park, N.E. (1938)
- The Upemba National Park (1939)
- Kundelungu National Park (1970)

384,000 ha
220,000 ha
125,000 h;>

82,000 hA
69,000 h;:J
55,488 ha

905,000 ha
463,600 ha
272,000 h8
25,400 ha

313 ,400 ha
202,000 ha
88,000 ha
84,000 hp

150,000 ha
39,000 hA

2,240,000 h;>
8,000 M

41,000 ha
168,400 ha
366,000 ha
527,600 ha

6,600 ha
45,000 ha

809,000 ha
492,000 ha

1 ,173 ,000 ha
213,000 ha

/ ...



- Salonga (North and South) (1970)
- Maiko National Park (1970)
- Kahuzi-Biega Na tional Park (1970)

There are about 14 other ga~e reserves, some of which
are scheduled to become new national parks.

This list has been compiled from the countries visited
by the Inspector and from World Direc tory of Na tiona 1
Parks (IUCN) 1977.
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3,656,000 ha
1,083,000 ha

60,000 ha




